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The Poetland Daily Peers Is published at *7.00
per year; if paid strictly in advance, a discount of
*1.00 will be made.
Single copies three cents.
The Maine State Peers is published every Thurs*2.00 per annum, in advanoe; *2.2*
day
within six months; and (2.60, if payment be
if
beyond the year.

morning,at
paid
delayed

Rates of Ailvertiaina::
in length of oolumn, constitutes

One lnoh of space

"SIJOABE."
*1.26 per square daily first wdhk; 76 cents per week
after; three Insertions or less, *1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 76 oents; one
week, *1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Under head of Axcbexenth, $2 00 per square per
week; three insertions ur less, *1,60.
Special Notices, *1.76 per square first week,
*1,00 per square after; three insertions or less, *1.26;
half a square, three insertions, *1.00; one week,
•1.26.
Advertisements inserted in the Maine State
Peers (which has a large circulation in every part of
the State) for 60 cents per squaro in addition to tbs
above rates, for eaob insertion.
Legal Notices at usual rates.
Trantleat advertisements mast be paid for in adE

vance

Business Notices, in reading columns, 12 oents
No oharge loss than fifty
per line for one insertion.
oents for each insertion.
0T*All communications Intended for the paper
should he directed to the "R&itur qf the Press, and
those of a business character to the Publishers.
IV-JOB Peivtieg of every description executed

with dispatch.
F. Tracy, Traveling Agent.

A Good Hulk.—A certain man, who is
very rich now, was very poor when he was,
l>oy. When asked how he got his riches, he
replied; “My father taught me never to play
till my work was finished, and never to s|iend
my money until 1 had earned if. If I had bin
an hour's work in a day, I must do that the
first thing, and in an hour. And after this I
was alowed to
play; and then 1 could play
with much more pleasure than if I had the
thought of an unfinished task before my mind.
I early formed the habit of doing evcrthing
in time, and it soon decame easy to do so.
It is to this ] owe ray prosperity.” Let every
one who reads this do likewise.
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he has had bis share of exposure, and that
those at homo ought to take their chance.
But the furlough could not be resisted. To
go home once more aud stay a month, and
mix with his old companions, and tell his story, and feel the sympathy of his neighbors it is
pay for months of trial, and he can then go
back to the field with new content aud a new
stock of courage.
But the soldiers is not only glad to see home
aud old friends.
We are glad to see the soldiers. We looked at the regiments three years
ago, as they marched away, with a proud yet
mournful interest, asking ourselves how many
of these generous fellows will ever return?
We are glad to see them when they do return
—such of them as survive the marches, and
battles, and seiges, and fevers and exposure of
these campaigns. We are auxious to see what
etfect their campaigning has had upon them
as men.
When they went away there were
many fears for them. European service is
sometimes destructive of morals and character ; and it was a natuaal fear that our armies
might be schools ol vice and deterioration especially as some recruits in the rush of first
enlistment, and before suitable preparation
had been made for them, exhibited a something of a giving way in tone.
But it is a goodly sight to see our veterans
bear their campaigning so well; not only as
regards physical liabilities, but as respects the
mental and moral also. The lawlcsness and
deterioration for which some have looked and
many have feared, nowhere appears. The cars
are full of them on all the railroad lines; and
it is impossible to see the camp and field have
done them the least damage.
It is true that
there may be such cases; but as many doubthave
been
as
bettered
have
been made
less,
worse.

The truth is that war is a school, and the
modern appliance of civilization aud christianty do not cease to operate upon the soldier,
more than upon other men.
And os the man
is prepared by the appliance of peace for duty as a soldier, may qulify one to discharge the
duties of peace.

Fakuionbd Xlw England
Wedding.—At the Sanitary Fair in Brooklyn, on Thursday evening, the great feature
of interest was an old fashioned Xew England wedding, which was celebrated in the
kitchen, of which we find the following account in the Tribune:
The tickets of admission were placed at $13
each so us to avoid a large crowd. There
were present between 200 and :300
persons, of

Exchange Street, I
ME.

Woolen* ol all de*niptiona, Ore** Good*
iu variety, Linen, t rasli Towelling,
Cover*, die,Table Cutlery, Plated
Ware, Jewelry. Yankee Notion* and Fancy Good*,

Commencing Tueeday, February
GEO. L.

16th.

PEIRCE,

Auction and Commission Merchant.
W. T. Stkwakt, Auctioneerfebl6 dtf

J. W. SYKES,
Pnrcha*er tor Ea*tern Acconnt

The principal parties were announced as
Jonathan Simpkins and Mehitable Jones.
They were attired in a style supposed to have
prevailed in Xew Euglaud some hundred

years ago—the groom in white powdered wig
with a que, a richly embroidered blue velvet
cutaway coat, with yellow kuce-breches, white
stockings and buckled shoes. The bride’s
hair was also powdered, and her dress consisted of a richly figured while satin with puff
Xo hoops were observable, which
sleeves.
may be a matter of interest to ladies who
were not present.
The proceedings commenced with singing

“The Invitation," commencing,

“Come, my beloved, haste sway :
Cut short the hours of thy delay."

The Kev, Theodore L. Cuyler as Jedediah
in a cocked hat and black gown,

1‘ouudtext,

then went on with the ceremony by informthe “happy couple" that the institution of
marriage was as old as human misery, and
with apparent solemnity repeated the old
time ritual, intersepersed with comical allusions, and pronouncing them man and wife.
The groomsmen and bridesmaids were all
attired according to the old style. They congratulated the couple after the ceremony with
a good will, which created considerable mirth.
Manger’s Band atruck up the Wedding March,
and there was a gay time generally. Refreshments were handed round, the cake was distributed, the floor was cleared oi the benches,
aud the dance went on until near midnight.
It is understood that the ‘aucient’ couple*
have been married some years. They have
been attendants in the kitchen since the opening of the Fair. All went off finely.”

ing

Thk Pooh Man's Wau.—In a speech at
Philadelphia last Thursday, Gen. Hancock
“This war is essentially the poor mail's war.
When it is over a higher degree of prosperity will be open to him; a much larger field
will be open before him for his enterprise
The wealth of unexplored regions of our'
couutry will be then within his grasp. In reference to the continuation of the rebellion, he
thought that it would not last more lhau
another year. It Is to the great interest ol
every hard-working son of toil to help with
his muscle—to have the war prosecuted vigorously—which will insure peace in a shorter
space of time than if theyforremain luke-wann.
Their forefathers lived
posterity; let us
venerate them; let us hand down to millions
yet unborn a noble country improved by age.
The man who does not assist in suppressing
the rebellion certainly cauuot legally or mor-

ally claim
eDjoy.”

as a

right the blessings which

we

vr Detroit papers mention the discovery
of silver near Lake Superior, and there is

excitement and much speculation in
Michigan in consequence. Men are asking
and obtaining hundreds of dollars per acre
for lands that cost them but one dollar and
iweaty-dve cents.

for pleasure.
It has a fine large Dancing Hall and good Bowling
Alleys. In close proximity to the house is a warm
and roomy Stable, containing twenty nice stalls.
There is also a well sheltered Shed, 106 feet
long, for
hitching horses
The choicest Suppers will be got up for sleighing
and dancing part it-*, who will find it greatly to their
to resort to the White House.
pleasure and
No effort will be spared for the entertainment ol

^vantage

guests.

decl9dtf

Hanover Street

Mason & Hamlin’s
CABINET

ORGANS.

subscriber, being impressed with the great
excellence of these Instruments, and their adapTHE
tation either for small
churches, vestrys,

or

parlors,

offers 11:cm for sale to the citizens of Portland and

vicinity.

The manufacturers have the tcrittm
teatimonp of
hundred of the best Organists and .Musicians,
both foreign aud native, to the effect that they are
superior to any Instruments of the kind
have ever seen. Among the testimonials of such as
Thai berg, Morgan aud Zundel, is the following from
over a

that’they

:

”Mk*bhb. Ma«oh A Hamlin:-I congratulate
you on the introduction of a new Musical Instrument, long wanted, and sure to hud its way icto
every household of taste aud refinement that can
possibly afford its moderate expense. Your ( abinet
Organ is truly a charming instrument, worthy of
the high praise it has received, aud far superior to
every thing of its class I have seen. I take pleasure
in
it most heartily as everywhere worthy a place beside tho Piano Forte, to which it is a
tine
from its capacity for rendering
much
music, sacred, secular, classic and
popular, to whioh the Piano is not adapted.”

commending

complement,
delightful

GOTTSCHALK.

New York. 22d Sept., 1863.
These Instruments may be found at the Musie
Rooms of the subscriber, where they will be sold at
the manufacturers’ prices.

H. S. EDWARDS,
No. S49 1-3 Stewart’* Blook, Cencrees

Bt
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TEKEY,

NO. 50 UNION STREET,
Wholesale Dealers in

Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, Shoe
Stock and Findings.
Importers of

Serge*, Lasting* and Gu*setting*,
only

AND

LEWIS

RICE, Proprietor.

00I6ly

Aid to Union Prisoners in Richmond.
United State* Christian Commission having
received letters of acknowledgement that supplies forwarded through their agents, have been received and distributed among the prisoners in Richmond, invite further contributions to this humane

THE

object.

“Many article*of Nourishment and Com*
fort lor *ick men are generally needed”
beyond those usually included in government rations. Four separate shipments by the Christian
Commission have been already made, and other supplies are about going forw ard to Richmond as fast
as the
necessary means are contributed.
Money for this, scut to Cyrus Sturdivant, Treasurer of the Army Committee of Portland Vouug Men’s
Christian Association, No. 86 Coinuercial street, or
to the undersigned, will be promptly appropriated
to the relief of the fluff' ring prisoners.
T. R. ii A YEP,
Cyrub Sturdivart,
H. H. Burgers,
Army com.
A. J. Chari,
W. K. Jobnrov,
U. 8. Christian Commission, Portland, Me.
nov26tf

M inufacturers of

in the State. Having had large experience, and being importers and manufacturers, enables us to sell
the same articles as low as they cau be bought in
Hasten. We have always taken especial pains to
our customers RELIABLE GOODS, and beleve none have given better satisfaction.
Country
dealers are invited to examine our stock before purchasing. Particular attention given to order* received by mail.
feblO dAw3in

f'ive

Partner Wanted.
INTEND to withdraw the various irons 1 have in
the,fire, and devote my whole attention to the
mysteries of the law. Tothis«*ud I desire a Partner.
lie must be as oily as a mountain of blubber,
as suppbin the back a.' an eel, as blatul as a summer's morning, and wear oj his treacherous
phiz a
perpetual smirk. His name must be Peter Punk. 1
propose to constitute the Company, and will be as
pious, as dignified, and as pompous as an old woodchuck, cocked up on his hind leys near his hole in
clover time. "Tub chuck emd ok mam" with Fume
St Co. will be to feather their nest, and Mm all who
come in their way.
In anticipation of having our
shingle outaf an early day. I advise all the crooked
old sticks about to "hop the twig,” instead ok
FAYIMO THEIR DEBTS, to Sell, OT uretend tO
Sell, all
they have, real estate and all, without security, on a
credit qf six years—that the widow*, in due time,
be severally installed as "the administratrix,” aud
we thoir legal advisers.
As fast as the assets tome
into our hands, "mg learned brother,” otherwise
called “brother Funk,” will trind to the
right and
loft among the creditors, with the sinosity of a
snake, and with the scissors of Delilah, clip away 80
cent of their respective claims, or iu other words
o must lie “like the devil,” "pull the wool"
over their eyes, andget alt the claims
assigned to
him eel f for 20 per cent.
D. T. CHASE.
N. H.* No one need anplv whose qualification* are
not up to the chalk, and who cannot produce a piece
of composition equal to the following:

1

Eer

"Portlaud. July 2,1861.
"Mr. D T. Chaam—Sir:—Mr. W. T. Kilborn
"holds a note for about £1800 against D. Libby and
"endorsed by Lewis Libby, which is u.ip&id. lie
"instructs us to commence'suit against you under
"Chan. 113, Sec. 47 of Revised Statutes, to recover
"double the amount of the property fraudulently
"conveyed to you by said L. Libby. If you desire

"to settle the matter, you can do so
immediately,
"without further costs, otherwise we shall institute

"legal proceedings.

Yours, Ac.,
"Howard A Btrout.”
Jroft--8m. 47 of 113 Chapter ol Revised Statutes,
wMI constitute one qf the
in the wheel qf
chief
v spokes
^
Fume A Co.
dec8 TuThAStf
_

Poser.

from “along winded
yarn” of SewC. Strout (Howard &
EX TRACTS
Strout) to Smith
&
New

Stratton.
York, the same bearinir
a
K date
April 12th, 1862:
“Our County Records show the whole matter, and
about these there can be no question. I
propose,
therefore, that you send your claim to some Attorney here. As Counsel for the Administratrix,! have
no detftre to conceal any matter connected with the
administration. If you adopt this course, it would
be convenient, perhaps, to notify your attorney to
call upon me, and I will immediately put him in communication with the Probate Records, and with the

Administratrix.”

If it is requisite to
"some attorney
here” “TO CALL UPON” Strout, so that he (Strout)
can “immediatelyput him” (this “home attorney
here”) “tn communication with the Probate Records. and with the Administratrix,” in order to get
‘The Dividend "(on $54.64^—“$10.80” out of Strout,
how MUCH OVER 30 PER CENT. OF THAT
DIVIDEND,
$2.16, WILL 1 BE LIKELY TO REALIZE ?
D T. CHASE.
Assignee of Smith k Stratton.
N. B. “Th* Probate Record*” speak in black
and white. (.See
report <\f Committee gf Nine.) The
l*** ttlre*dy spoken as follows:
This may certify that Sewell C. Strout (HowS'tR‘»UT) was retained os Counsel to adjust
the affairs
pertaining to ray late husband s estate, as
mlYht best tend for
my interest,and that of the heirs
at law. He was not employed to buy up the
CLAIMS AGAINST TUE ESTATE FOR 30 PER CENT, k OK
his ows benefit.
Had there been no assets, hb
would
and been paid, for all the

employ

U. 8 Engineer Office, I
Portsmouth, N. 11., 1*» b. 23 1884. J
PROPOSALS will be received at this
office until 12 o'clock, M. or* Thursday, March
10, 1864, for furnishing seven hundred and Of:y
thousand (760 000) briexs to be delivered on the
wharves at Forts Constitution and McClary, Ports,

SEALED

twenty-five

mouth il&rbor Two hundred and
thousand (226,000) of the above bricks to be face bricks
aud the balance of sa d seven hundred and fifty
thousand ( 760,U0O) brick", to be hard, duiable,
straight, smooth well moulded and free from breaks
straight benches aud jets with three full corners wil1
be taken.
Or the whole seven hundred and fifty thousand
bricks
not
more
thau
two
brok(750,000)
percent, of
en bricks to be delivered, and of the broken biick*
two three quarter bricks, or three ba'f bricks to be
counted as one brick.
All the said brick* to be
moulded from
well tempered morter.in which the proportion of
sand is never to be such as to impair in any degree
the hardness, soundness ami durability of the brick*.
One hundred thousand 1100,000) of said bricksto
be delivered on said wharves by the 28th day of
April next and the balance of said seven hundred
and fifty thousand (760,01 0) bricks to be delivered at
said Forts duiing the summer aud autumn of the
present yea*, at intervals adapted to the progress
of the works.
Parties offering proposals must send samples to
this office, of the bricks that they propose to furnish.
The above bricks mutt be satisfactoiy to the l\ S.
Engineer in charge or his agent, and the right wiiJ
be reserved to reject any or all bids not deemed for
the interest of the United State-.
Proposals will be addrefsed to the undersign*d
at Portsmouth, N. II.. and must be endorsed
Proposals for furnishing bricks for Forts in Portsmouth

carefully
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J. T. OILMAN, Editor.
In starting the Portland Daily Press
Proprietors were influenced by what they

the
believed to be a demand of the loyal public sentiment of the State, and the generous reception
which it has met with, and the unexpected measure of success which has uniformly attended it
thus far, afford the most satisfactory evidence to
the proprietors that they did not misconstrue the
public demand. The Press has been iu existence
but one year and a half, and though it was commenced with no previous canvassing, and with
the field, to a superficial observer, fully occupied
by papers having old associations and honorable antecedents, yet in its brief history it has
gained a circulation never before attained by any
daily paper in the State, and a hold upon public confidence and respect most encouraging to
the proprietors, and stimulating to their cherished desire to satisfy the public wants by making such a pa]>er as shall be deemed a public necessity by the loyal people of Maine.
Though the Press has had a success far exceeding the most sanguine expectations of its
projectors, and though comparatively few subscribers have been heard to
complain of its acknowledged deficiences, and few demands for its
have
come to the notice of its proimprovement
prietors, and though it may have been all they
could afford to make it at the past and existing
exorbitant prices of printing materials and stock
and with its present patronage, yet the proprie
tors have long felt that it is far short of what a
leading journal in the commercial and financial
center of the State should be; and that the enterprise, the wealth, the public spirit and the
ast increasing population of Portland demand,
and should therefore sustain, such efforts as are
necessary to make a paper commensurate with
the growing importance and commanding position of their city.
The Business of this city should demand much
more space for its advertisement than her numerous merchants and manufacturers have as yet
claimed for its accomnuniation; while the great variety and importanceof the news of theday—Foreign and Domestic, Civil and Military—imperatively calls for more attention than the patronage actually enjoyed by any p*]>cr in the State
would justify bestowing upon it. The Proprietors of the Press, reposing implicit trust in the
good sense and the liberality of the people of
Maine, and their willingness to sustain all enterprises having for their object the promotion of
our common weal, hoj>e the
day is not far dis
tant when they may, with full confidence in success, mak€

THE DAILY PRESS
of such
and generous proportions that,
enlarged
while the

business of our city shall be better accommodated in its advertising columns, the general new s, the varied interests and enterprises of
the State, and the development of her almost unrivalled natural resources, inay receive that degree of attention commensurate with their great
importance and their claims upon public attentention
thus makinga daily pa]>er worthy the
practical regard of every business man in Portland, of every commercial citixen of Maine, and
of every well-wisher to our vigorous Commonwealth.

THE MAINE STATE
issued weekly*

a

PRESS,

large quarto, containing forty-

CHEAP FOR CASH,
delivered to ant fabt of thecitt

and welcome visiter in their fireside circles.
It has been increased in size a fraction over thirty per cent., and is now

The

Largest Paper

in the

State,

iiinl is not exceeded in size by any political
paper
in New England, and is
considerably larger than
the New York quartos. It contains the news of
the day by mail and telegraph, has a i.argk
army cORUEsroxDKjicx, gives full market re-

SPRING MOUNTAIN LRB1QB,
HA/.RLTON LRIIIOU,
COLRRA1NR LRIIIOU,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,

A

JOHNS,

LOBBRRT

Pare and Free Burning.

COAL

FOB SMITHS’ C8E.
Coals arc strictly of the best
warranted to give satisfaction.

TilKSK

quality .and

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and otbei

SO.no-...CHEAP COAL-. SO.BO
delivered for *9.60 per ton!

0ffl.ee,Commercial St., head of Maine Wh't
SAWYER & WHITNEY.
mehilO'gSdly
“It it eaaier to paf a email price than
large one.”

FEUCHTWANGER &
Near the Poet

a

ZUNDER,

Office,

(FOX BLOCK)

Btill

keep

rush to

a

up

their

NEW DEI GOODS STORE.
of Portland and vicinity
Why should the
not trade at a
where they can
as cheap
in New York or Boston, and where they can pur*
chase DBY GOODS on the most reasonable terms?
Those who have given thorn a trial usually come
back again and remain ataudiug customers, thereby
showing conclusively that a lair and honorable
treatment is by them highly appreciated.

people
place

as

buy

NEW GOODS !
Keceived from New York

daily.

Just in, a lot of Cloths and Beavers for Cloaks,
which are sold by the yard, cut and made up into
the most fashionable stylos, at the loxceatjiyures.

DRESS

GOODS!

Cotton and Wool Domestics!
Flannels;

a

Spruce Gum,

Lemons.

Canary Seed,
Lemon Syrup,
Cocoa Nats,
Nuts, all kinds.

Lozenges
Caudles,
Limes,
Honey,
Prunes,
Figs,
Citron,
Dates,
Olives,
Raisins,
Tobacco,
Sardines,
Cigars,
Fancy Candles of all description.

Cloths

Tales and Poetry
original and selected will
receive proper attention.
Both papers —the Daily and the
Weekly
will he largely devoted, as heretofore, tothe discussion of the great principles which underlie
our free institutions, and will give a
generous
and whole souled support to all the measures
necessary to put down rebellion, to overthrow
disloyalty in all its forms, and to re-establish the
authority of the Constitution, the laws, and the
constitutional administration of the government,
over every foot of our common domain.
On the great questions of
Progress, Humanity,
Liberty and Equal Bights, being forced upon
he attention of the nation by the crisis through
which our institutions and our constitutional
Government arc now passing, the Psess will utter no equivocal voice and occupy no doubtful
position. The emancipation of those held in
bonds before the rebellion
the death of slavery
that Liberty and the Nation may live— will find
the Press neither hesitating nor reserved in its
advocacy and support.
In a word, the Press will stand by the government under all contingencies, aud defend
aud sujijHirt those who laltor to maintain its in
tegrity and honor; aud it will be, as it has been
heretofore, the uncompromising foe of all rebels
and rebel sympathizers, without resjiect to their
—

FOB BOYS’ AND MEN’S WEAK.

Large varieties of Table Linens, Toweling*. Linen
Cambric Handkerchiefs, and line lleriuo Ladies'
Black Hose just received.

position.

In the jxilitical campaign to be fought before
the close of the year 1864, the Puss will he found
acting with loyal L'nion men, irresjiective of antecedents, and opposing all disloyal men, on
matteefnun what stock they maj have descended.
Its course for the last year and a half may lie
taken as an indication of what it proposes for the
future.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

rata.

WEEKLY PRESS.
one yrnr, iuvurinbly
in ndiauor.£2.00
For Mix mouths.
1.00
To clubM of' four or more all to the
same post office, each.
1,75
To clubM of leu or more, all to the
same
office, each. £1.50
And a free copy to the getter up of the club.

AND

Don’t forget to look at them if vou want to
them in great variety, at the Middle street

see

NEW DRY GOODS STORE !
(FOX

BLOCK),

No. 81 MIDDLE

STREET,

(NEAR THE POST OFFICE.)

FEUCHTWANGER &ZUNDER,

poet

prepared
18BING
in

s

Notwithstanding the great increase of size in
the Weekly edition of the Press, equal to 30
per
cent., no addition is made to the subscription
price; but in consequence of the increased expense, and the high rates of nearly all articles
used in the manufacture of a newspajier, we shall
be obliged to adhere rigidly to the above terms*
Advertisements, not objectionable in character, soilicited for the Daily. Legal notices, and
a limited number
of business advertisements,
will be inserted in the Weekly.
N. A. FOSTER & Co., Proprietors.

Portland, Jan, 1, 1864.

"W"anted. I
Second-Hand Candle
At No. 90 Portland

Boxes,

Street, Portlaud.

Jan7 d|f

**

Of" Weekly papers in the State receiving
a marked copy q)' the above prospectus, that will
publish so much as they Jind not erased, three
insertions, directing attention to the same edito-

rially,and sending
shall be entitled to

I ly Press,for

Deck Plank.

fcb* dim*

markedcopyto thisoffice
exchange with the Dai~

an even

year.

Wauled.

SEASONED WHITE
out of employ, having a small oapital, will
FLASiK at Bangor, lor
And it for their advantage to oall at 1129 Con*
8 C. DVEU
gross street, near New City Building.
No 3 Central W harf.
>
Jana if

Inch

...

one

a

MEN

^

STim“edfarely.°al'i*d
Also,
Oflioe
Front

a

For Male

or

8HOHT NOTICE.
Portland. May 2«. 1861.

,f

IRA WINN, Agent,
11 Union St.,
Is
to

1STo.

prepared

ftirnieh

STEAM ENGINES and
of various sizes and

BOILERS,

patterns,

Steam fipe aid Fixtaree, lili Gearing, Shaftiar, Pillryi, le,
Liuht Hoes* Work of all dcscriptlms, and aU
kinds of work required in bui.'ding
Fort in cations.

Iron Stair* and other Architectural Work,
Houses, Stores, and other buildings, fitted with
Gas and Steam in the bost manner.
In connection with the above is an Iron
Foundry,
with a large assortment of Patterns, to which the
attention of Machinists, Mill wrights,and Ship-Builders is invited—and all kinds ot
Castings furnished
at short notice.

gJT"Orderp for Machine Jobbing,
Forgin gs, prompt! y executed.

Patterns and
oc2

SIM ti E R’S

SEWING MACHINES!
WOODMAN, TRUE * CO.,
AGENTS,
Rot. 64 eed 56
Needle, nnd

•

•

•

and store,

Cobb's

near

of all the

old and worn-out systems.
medicine bas been tested by tbe moet eminent medical meu of tbe
day, and by them pronounced to be one of the
greatest medical discoveries ol
the tge.
One bfjttle will cure
A fear'd uses cure

Middle Street.

Trimming, ilnyi onbnnd

to
proximity
and to

near

Trunk Railway

ths

niamcTum

AW I?Ill MSCHIPTIOS or IACIL1I1I,
STEAM

AND

GAS

Don# in tho t»,t

FITTING,

mnnner.

Union St., nnd 2*3 A 2*6 Fore St.
PORTLAND. ME

InlOdtf

ALBERT WEBB *
-OBAI.ltIt.

t

o..

PM

Corn, Flour and Grain,
HEAD OF MERRILL'S WUARE,
Coannorolal Street.
_

Me.
teMtf

Per Head,

•

DR. S. C.

Sold

by all

Druggists everywhere.

DH. W

H. MJ3BWIN * Co

SOLE

PROPRIETORS,
Libertj -st New York.

So. SM

CHEROKEE

A

stocked with young an-t thrifty fruit tree* iu full
bearing,(24 apple trees ) Price *1700.
For farther information
apply to F. Yeaton, Fryeburg Me., Seth Haskell, near the premises, or
ALBION KEITH, 136 Middle 8treet.
feb25 3tawtf
Portland

PILLS!

SUGAR COATED.
FEMALE REGULATOR.

HEALTH

PRESERVER,

CERTAIN AND SAFE.

#

For tbe removal of Obstructions, and the Insnrane
of Regularity in the Recurrence of the
Monthly Periods.

They cure

or

obviate those

numerous

diseases that

spring from Irregularity, by removing the irregular*
ity itself.

DBALBH.S.
increased their

They

eure

Suppressed,Exceseive and Painfhl Men-

struation.

BOOTS AND SHOES,
and having large experience in tnai oranch, would
call the attention of the trade to the same. We
■hall iu future be much tetter able to
supply the demands of the trade then heretofore, ana are confident that iu the quality, both of our stock aud work.
we can gl\e satisfaction. as we manufacture
express,
ly for the retail trade. '1 hose buy ing for cs*-h will
find it to their advantage to look at our stock, which
consists in part of RUBBERS, SOLE and WA T
LEATHER, FRENCH and AMERICAN CALF,
French Aip, I.tmoine andJodob Calf, (Sva* and Aid
Stock, Serges and Webs, Root and Shoe Machinery
antt Findings of all kintls.
Mr. Edml'wd Libby, late of the firm of Messrs.
Chas. J. Walker & Co has associated himself with
u», and rel\ing on hi* many vears experience in
manufacturing, we are confident in making the above
statements.
TYLEK h LAMB.
Portland, Feb. 1,1864.
feb6 d4m.

Military, Naval

•

Exchange Street.

They cure
They cure

Sickness > chlorosis).
Spinal Affections, patus in
tbe back and lower parts of the body, Ueavinees,
Fatigue on slight exertion. Palpitation of the Heart.
Lowness of Spirits. Hysteria, Sick Headache, Giddiness, etc etc. la a word, by removing the Irregularity, they remove the cause, and with It all the
effects that spring from it.
Composed of simple vegetable extracts, they contain nothing deleterious to any constitution, however delicate—their function
being to snbeUtat#
strength for weakness, which, when properly used,
they never fail to do.
All letter* seeking information or advice will ho
Green

Nervous and

promptly, freely

and

discreetly

answered.

Full directions accompany each box.
Price il per box, or six boxee for $6.
Sent by mail, free of postage, on receipt of price.
Sold by all respectable Druggists.

FERNALD,

Wig .Tinker,

No. 13 M&rkot Square, Port* And, (up ataira.)
fcy Separate room for Ladies’ and Childron’s Hair

Cutting.

A good stock of Wigs, Halt-Wigs, Banda, Braids,
Curia, Frizetta, Pads, Rolls, Crimping Boards, Ao.,
Ao constantly on hand.
I*22’63d1y

purchase of

FLOUR, GRAIN & PROVISIONS
FOR EASTERN MARKJ.3S.
220 West Water St., Milwaukee, Wi»

84 South Water St., Chicago, 111
d6m

VALT~

lilt. HEWTOH
removed his residence to No. 37 Middle
corner of Franklin street.
Oiltoeas heretofore, No. 115 F.xcKanye Street, in
Noble's Block, up stairs. Olfice hours from 9 to 10
AM., from 2 to 3, and from 8 to 9 o'clock P. M.
Dr. N. will ooutinue, iu connection with general
practice, to give special attention to DISEASES OF
FEMALES.
oo31dtf

HAS
Street,

patoh, at

Plater,

House

on

REEVES’. 98 Exchange St.

MILITARY and Naval Officer

tit ted out at the Tailoring Establishment ol
EVERY
A. D

Portland,Me.

H AKUEVS niPKOVCD

FELT

WATERPROOF

COMPOSITION,
-AND-

REEVES’.

No.6

THE

IjUVE

WTIHf.VHHVK*

-AT TH*-

LOWEST PRICES FOR CA81,
DELIVERED TO ANT PART 09
AT SHORT NOTICE.
Our Coal is of the very BEST
ranted to give satisfhction.

THE CITY,

quality,

and

war-

-ALSO, FOR SALK-

All Kinds of Hard and Soft Wood.
The Public are invited to give us a call, a#
bound to give satisfhction to all who favor
their custom.

we are
us with

OFFICE NO. 49 COMMERCIAL STREET.
RANDALL A XoALLISTXE
io**> ly

Wood, Palm Leal' and lloney.
QA 4 LOGS CEDAR.
OLHL 101 LOGS MAHOGANY.
17 LOGS LANCE WOOD,
63*s BUNDLES-PALM LEAF,
368 MATS.
7 TIERCES HONEY,
Bark Albion Lincoln. For sale by

33EST!~

No. 1 Central Wharf.

Sections 30 and 32, of the Revised
Statutes:
8kct. 30
When any disease dangerous to the
public health exists in a tow n, the municipal officers
shall use all possible care to prevent its spread aud
to give public notice of in Acted places to travellers,
by displaying red flags at proper distances, and by
all other means most effectual, in their judgment,
for the common safety.
Skct. 32.
When a householder or
knows
that a person under his care is taken sick of any
such disease, lie shall immediately give notice thereof to the municipal officers of the towu where such
person is, and it he neglects it he shall forfeit not
less than ten, nor more than thirty dollars.
The above law will be strictly enforced
JOHN S. IIEALD,
febl2tf
City Marshal and Health Officer.

physician

PARTICIPATION.

The issue ot Free Policies render-* it at
equal if not superior to the participation

Company.

companies.

Office No. 102

now

open for the accommodation of the public.
The proprietor is prepared to supply his former
customer* and all who may give him a call, with pictures of every description, executed iu the best manneraud at reasonable prices.
%&' Particular attention given to copy ing.
A. S. DAVIS,
dtf
Portland, July 30,1863

Proprietor.

FERTILIZERS^^
1 W "'J 1 BBLS COE S SUPER P1IOS LIME,
±C>OV/100“ LLOYDS’
90J*‘ LODI POUDKETTK,
IfiO •• LITTLEFIELD’S POUDKKTTE.
For sale at manufacturer ’s pi ices by

KENDALL dir WHITNEY.
feb9 disSm

Female

STBENGTHENING

Middle St.
CHARLES HOLDEN. Pres.
EDWARD SHAW. Sec.

Feb 16 d&ivtf.
For t

oughs, Cold, and Con.umptlou

Vegetable Pulmonary Lals&m is the most
THE
discovered. It
highly approved medicine
hag stood the best
all
ever

<f

unprecedented sale

tests, 'rime, having had

an

1* i®
of nearly forty years
recommended
our best physicians, our most eminent citizens, trie Press, the Trade, in tact by all
who know it. For certificates, which can be given
to almost any exteut. see w rappers to each bottle.
The proprietors will cheerAillv refuud the money it
not ent rely satisfactory. Price 50 cents and Iff: the
large bottles much the cheapest. Be careful to get
the genuine, which is prepared only by REED, CUTTER 6 CO., Wholesale Druggists. Boston. Boldin
Portland by dealer# generally.

by

fl. H. MAY, Druggist,
•treats, Wholesale Agent.

corner

COIAL.

This Medicine is of long tried efficacy for correct-

ing all disorder* incidental to the feminine sex.
That the afflicted may feel assured that this Cordial
is trnly valuable and worthy their confidence,' not
one of those iecM compound*
purposed to destroy
healthy action. 1 add a few testimonial* from physician* whom all, favoring the Electric and Reformed
Practice ot M.dicine, resp«ct.
DR WILLARD C. GEORGE, formerly Professor
in the Worcester Medical College, and President of
the Electric Medical Society, Mass., speak* ol it In
the following term*:
I have used the Female Strengthening Cordial
similar to that preparation
by DR. GEO. W
SWEPT. 106 Hanover Street, and 1 regard it as
one of the beat Medicines for Female
Complaints
that can be found."
DR. J. KING, Author of" Woman: liar Diseases and th* ir Treatment," say*:
"This Medicine appear*to exert a specific influence on the Uterus.
It is a valuable agent iu all derangements of the Female Reproouctive Organs."
DR. 6111111, President of the New Yura Association of Botanic Physicians, says :
No Female, if iu delicate health, shoud omit the
timely use of thi* valuable Cordial. 1 owe much of
my success in midwifery to the use of this Medicine."
MOIHSR3 AND MARRIED LADIES
The following from Dr. FAY is worthy your notice:
Asa general remedy for Female Complaints this
Cordial’ is a very valuable one, but by the Profession it is esteemed more highly for its good reaalt
Confinement in relieving the great tutteriug
attendant upon childbirth. 1 acknowledge with Dr.
Smith that much of my success in midwifery is due
to the use of this medicine. It
strengthens both
mother and child. In each cases 1 follow the dirtetion* of Prof. King, ty allowing my paiisnta to
use it a few week* previous to confinement, as by
the energy it imparts to the uterine nervous system
the labor will he very much facilitated, and removes
the scraps which many female* are liable to. No
woinau. if she knew the great value of thia Strengthening cordial would tail to use it."
1 have reoeived numerous testimonials from different parts of the country where used.
Knowing
the good it is capable of doing, 1 w II warrant every
bottle of iny
Cordial" to be catislactory iu its results.
The following symptoms indicate those affections
in which the Femme Strtngtk%i*ing Loruiai Las
proved invaluable:
to Exertion, Wakefulness, Uneasicl bpints, Tumbling. Loss of
ness. Depression
Power, Paiu in the Back, Alternate Chills, and
Flusbiug of Meait, Dragging tematlon at the
Lower Part of the Body, Headache, Languor, Aching Aloug the thighs, lutoierence of Light and
Sound, Pale Countenance, Derangement ot the
Stomach and Bowels, Difficult BicatLing, Hysteria,
Ac.. Ac.
It is a speciflc remedy in all Uterine Diseases,
Chlorosis ot Green bicknea*. Irregularity. Painfuluess, (Profuse or Suppressiou ot Customary Discharges l.eucorrh.ea or Whites, Scinlius or Ulcerate state of the Uterus, Sterility, Ac
No better Tonic can poraibly ’be put up than this,
and none less
to do harm, and it is composed
wholly ot
agents, and such as we have
knowii to be valuable, and have used for many
years.
PRICE. Seventy-Five Cents Per Bottle.
Sold by Druggists generally; also, sent to any address tree, on receipt ot price.
Hu sure and get that pr. pared at the New England
Botanic Depot. 106 Hanover 8t. Boston.
GEO. W. BWETf, M D., Proprietor.

during

likely
vegetable

VI. 11.
'tb3eod6m

Company.
This Company will Issue Polices to be free after the
payment ol six, eiglit or tyn Premiums at the option
of the insured aud at ratgs as low as any other
the least

improvements, are

febtieodAeowly

Indisposition

HOP11N1 EATON.

I«b9

Union Street.

Photograph Galleries, No. 80 Middle street,
THF.
Portland, having been thoroughly refitted and
with all the latest

Portland Feb. 8,1864.

THR PVKfll

or

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance

Ko-opmed.
supplied

Exchange St

DOLLARS will be given for the detection
and conviction of any person or penonsstoaiinf
papers from the doors of our subscriber*.

ROOFS.

E. HEIiSEY, Agent,
jan26 dtf

be

ATTENTION given in gettingap Bey*
SPECIAL
Jackets, Pants and Overcoat# at
novlOdtf
A.D
98

Hoofing

FOR FLAT

can

Couliigioiiii l>i*eaM»«.

All kinds of WAltE, such as Knives, Forks,
Spoons, Cake Baskets, Castors, Ac., p:ated iu the
best manner
Alao, IIP. FAIR I NO and RE-FINISHI NO Old
Silver Ware.
jau*2u dOm

AND

St.

Chapter 14th,

WARE,

Congress St., Opp. Court

REEVES’, 98 Exchange

hand at
VARIETY
iugs always
A.D

AND MANUFACTURER OH

SILVER

A. D.

of

OF CLOTH8, Cassimeres and Veet-

Cargo

PEAR80N,

Silver

shape
Clothing for Men
EVERYTHING
and Boys made to order with neatness and di#-

Coal and Wood!

CO.,

Commission Merchants.

Pt E 3VIO

EVERT

REEVES. 98 Kxchauge St.

JOHN F. SHERR F,

MptZl

DESCRIPTION of Garment# for Men
and Boys cot at short notice, at
A. D REEVES’, 98 Exchange Street.
in the

HAVING

For the

REEVES, 98 Exchange St.

Riding

If

J. A. DAVIS A

hoars,

A. D.

habits, zouave jackets, and
Fancy Waists for Ladies, cut and made to order. at
A. D. REEVES’, 98 Exchange St.

Portland, May 26,1863.

Hair C’ulter and

Dr. W. R. MERWI5 ft Co.,
SOLE PROPRIETORS,
No. Ml Liberty-st., New York.

COATS, PANTS and VESTS, and BusiDRESS
Suita made to order, at the short notice oi
12
at
ness

ftENTlSt,
No. 170 Middl
Street.

FIRE

diO|o si per bottle, or three bottles far K, and
forwarded by Express, on receipt of
money, to any
address.

_

A CARD.

M.

debility,

FOR MALE.

98

low-spirited.

weakness of a tinge urgan. will all And
immediate
and permanent relief
by Hie use of this Elixir or Essence of Life.

PLEASANT Country Soet, at Now Gloueeater,
Lower Coruar. Tbs stand formerly occupied
by F. Yertou, as a Home School, is offered for sale.
The house aud ell. both two stoty, the latter new.
contain titcell finished rooms, a good cellar, and an
abundance of pure, son water, wood house and stableceonected. The place is adorned with .badeaud
ornamental trees aud
shrubbery, c iiimauds a beautiful prospect, is situated in a good
community, aud
isbutan hours ridefrom Portland ou the Grand
Trunk Railroad. A largo gsrden belongs to it, well

REEVES. Fashionable
and Civic Tailor,
AD.

the

cure

bottle restores mental power.
A few doses bring the rose to tbe cheek.
This medicine restores to
manly vigor and robust
health the poor, debilitated, worn
down, and de>
spalring devotee of sensual pleasure.
Tbe listless, enervated
youth, the overtasked men
of business, the victim of nervous
depression, tbo
adividual suffering from general
or from

terminus of the Grand

THE

a team Cook., Valve., Pipes hi J Connection., Wholt,
sale or Retail.

youth.

Oue

SEVOND

undersigned having greatly
facilities for manHfacturiug

Steam Engines,Steam Boilers,

of

A few doses

the wharves of the Boston
and other steamers, makes the location a desirable
one for a Hotel.
This lot might be improved with profit to
any mechanic or other person having means, by the ereotion of Tenemems, its large depth
affording ample
apace tor a block of eight or ten buildings.
For farther particulars nquire of
WM. U. JEKRJd, Argus Oflice.
Portland. Dee.$. 1863.
decll MWFtf

TO

or

vigor

A few doses restore tbe
appetite.
Three bottles cure the worst cnee of
Impoteacy.

Hotel.

meklRtf

1. L. WINSLOW, Agent,

manliness

and full

f-x

CLASSaOTKLIila
Its

cures

General Debility.
Hysterics in females.
Palpitation of tbe Heart.

A few doses restore tbe
organs of generation.
Frora one to three bottles restores tbe

FOR SALE.

U°USE'

bottle

One

VALUABLE REAL ESTATE
a

To Til

DKLICATB.

This

Bridge,

Th** valuable and ceutrally located House
No. 31 India street, for so
lij and Lot,
many
III years owned aud occupied by General Smmuel Fessenden, is offered for salo.
The Lot is 70 feet ou iudia street,
extending back
171 feet—containing
nearly 12 000 feet of land. The
House is three storied, is in good
repair, and contains fifteen rooms, besides
many closets aud other
conveniences; has gas fixtures throughout: it also
has a large How ol PUKE
AQUEDUCT WATER,
which is very desirable; also a large Wood House
and Barn.
This a good piece of property
upon which to make
improvements, it may be fitted for a f/IISI

Extract.,

vegetable kingdom, being au
entirely new and abstract method of cure, irrespective

the G T. H. R. A good chance f.,r country
Inquire for particulars of the subscriber at
Bridge ststiou, or J V Wight. 210 Fore St
Portland,
W1NTHBOP COBB.
New Gloucester ,Feb 12 1864.
febl8 eod 2» *

Good Location for

IKJORIOO*

•

CLIFF COTTAGE, containing over 20
and sheds—situated two
and one-half miles from Portland, and the
finest situation in Cape Elizabeth for a wai taring place, and summer boarders. Tor
GEO. OWEN,
particulars enquire or
»P7
dlf_31 Winter Street. Portland.

Dwelling house

KB

Rejuvenating Elixir ia tbe result of modern
rjlHE
diacot eries in tbe

rooms,large stable

Book and Show Ca*ea made to order.
Q^Farnltare Made, Kepaired and Varnished at

238

MOOT

to Let.

on

Purr Vkobtakab

pbox

COBTAIBIKO ROTH I

Fo,**“loB «'»"

Hannon Block,
H. J. LIB BEY k CO.

in

to do all kind, of CABINET JOBprompt and satisfactory manner.

Gravel

PORTLAND, Maims.

dec4 dtf

UPHOLSTERER,

Ho. 51 Union Street,

copy,

Balmorals, Balmorals, Balmorals!

Pbkparxd

trade.
Cobb’s

CABINET MAKER

Work, a

OK, ESSENCE or LIFE.

FOGG.

BENJ.

To Lc»t.

A

F. M. CARSLEY,

dailyTress.
Single ropy one year.£7.00
For strictly advance payment*, a discount ot one
dollar is allowed; if paid within six month*, jifty
cents discounted. Price for three or six mouth, pro

dec29dtf

WltlQHT’S

REJUVENATING ELIXIR I

Exchange streets,
occupied by
Berry M a printing oflice. Possession given
January. Apply to

1st of

To Let.

disposed of hia entire interest in hla
Office to Dr. S.C FERNALD, would cheerftilJy
reocommend him to his former patients and the public. Dr. Pikmald, from long experience, ia prepared to insert Artificial Teeth on the “Vulcanite Base,"
and all other methods known to the profession.
Portland. May 26. ISAS
tf

Single

lull

un.

rooms over the store of the subscriber,corner
npH5
A ot Kore and
now

oct» dtf

rational character, Historical and Bi.
ogrnphical Sketches, Sketches of
Travel, Notices of New Discoveries, Inventions, Ac.

or

523

Elixir!

To Lot.

J“8 d‘f

Dr. I. H. IIEALD

Lot of Bed Blankets ;

Satinets, Cassimere*,

Fruit I

Literary, .Scientific, Agricultural and Edn-

locality

FOR SALE & TO LET.

and well

Ximnuis......Dra. Bacon and Bkisliv.

—

No. 81 middle Street,

large

Domestic

and

Oranges.

—

CboHtnut Coal -Crime lot

a

Wholesale and Retail

MARINE LIST,

FFLL

prepared

Exchange Street,

and besides the discussion of the great
living issues of the day, it will contain a
variety of miscellaneous matter, embracing articles of a

—

Hard and Soft Wood.

formerly occupied by
SAWYKR.

to offer to the trade
selected stock of

Foreign

ports,

TBR ORNCINR

taken tbe Fruit Store

No. S
Are

eight columns, convenient for preservation aud
binding, is confidently commended to the

Loyal Families of Maine,
paper which will ever be found a lively, vig-

car

W. W. CARR &
Having

—

orous

WOOD,

CUMBERLAND

6

Published at No. 82

as a

J. N. MACOMB, COL. A. D. C.
Lt. Col. Engr’s.

BUSINESS CARDS.

O.

••

llarbor.

haveexpectedpay,

servioes which he rendered.
Catherine B. Hounds.
,,
Portland, July 11, 1MI.
oo*0 XnTh^JSti

lor Bricks.

Proposals

GOAT STOCK

a

Boston,

NEW ENGLAND.

Manufacturers and

KID

....

-IS-

Chicago, Illinois.

RarKSKWCBft—Messrs. Maynard A Sons; II. A W.
Cbickering; C. II. Cummings A Co.; S. G. Bowdlear
A Co.; Charles A. Stone; Hallett, Davis A Co., of
Boston, Mass. Cashier Elliot Bank, Boston. J.N.
Bacon, Esq., President Newton Bank, .fewton. C.
B. Coffin; Warren Ellis A. Hons, New York City
Jy9 ’63 dly.

And the

UOL'SE,^

THE AH ERIC AN

generally.

ell

said:

[chased

Particular attention given to shipping by quickest
and cheapest routes. No. 16* SOUTH WATER ST.

Old

both sexes. A huge weddiug cake, beautifully frosted and ornamented, occupied the
ceuter of the table at one end of the room.
The cake weighed ninety pounds and was
composed of five hundred pieces.
The weddiug was announced to take place
at 8 1-2 o’clock, but it was sometime thereafter belore all was in readiness to proceed. At
length the party egressed from a side room,
and marching in front of the spectators occupied a raised platform, atrording a full view to
all present.

popular Hotel ha? recently been purby Mr. Miller(ot the Albion) ami ban
been thoroughly refitted, renovated and repaired, and numerous excellent alterations
made, it is located on the Saccarappa road,
about lour miles from Portland, atiordiuga beautiful
drive over a good road, and Just about far
enough

LOUR, GRAIN, SEEDS. PROVISIONS, LARD,
BUTTER and WESTERN PRODUCE

P. o. Box 471.

AHDTHB

This

or

BREED

HOUSE.)

OPENED

Khali bo in tlie constant receipt of, and will Kell
every afternoon anil evening by public auction,
the following linee of gooilK in ijuautitiea to auit:

Gottsehalk

WILSON

HOUSE,

MILLER,.PROPRIETOR.

IN

1

^Tribune;
'l'lioa* in the army who have watched this
thing declare that the motive which has te
operated to secure re-enlistment among the
veterans is bound up in the word furlough;
that bounties would have been vain; that
patriotism, plenty and good as it is, would not
have availed; because the soldier reasons that

(rORMKBLY
J. P.

ROOM!

PORTLAND,

We find the following well-timed aud truthful remarks in relation to our veterau soldier
—veteran comparitively only—in the Chicago

THE WHITE

WHOLE NO

THB

Splendid Pleasure Resort! PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

The Largest and Best Arranged Hotel

Wholesale and Retail

AUCTION

PROSPECTUS
or

THIS

No, 86 Fox Block,

The Veterans.

some

Stamps.

Office having been made a depository of
Revenue .Stamps, the public will be
supplied at
the following rates:
Lest* than $60 at par.
•60 to $1000, 4 percent, discount.
•looo and upwards, 6 per cent, discount.
NATH’L J. MILLER. Collector

Tuesday Morning, March 8, 1804.

An

1863.

HOTELS.

MORNING, MARCH 8, 18G4.

Middle and Fret
deel Udtar

HAY, Agent, Portland.

Made yVos* the pure Hitfjame

N. H. Downs's

Vegetable

qf Vermont.

Balsamic Elixir.

Hrarov,
IWllShoneet.
Id Vermont, lias been used with entire
It 1» warranted
usual
standard old Coi'hh

mad*
tor
tor

ancceaa

thirty-three
Coughs, Colds, Whipping Cough, Croup, Asthma,
a*

vear*.

am<t all diseases </ the t hroat. Chest aad Lunge,
and all diseases tending to ( earemptied.
We have testimonials from many of the best physician* and gentlemen of standing, among whom we
mention the Hon. Paul Dillingham, Lieut. Gov ot
Vermont; Hon. Bate* Turner, late
of the Supreme Court of Vermont; Dr. J. B. Woodward,

judge

Brigade Burgeon U.8. Army.

JOHN F. HUNKY A CO Proprietor*,
Buooeasora to N II Downs,
Watuudit, Vt.
Price 25 cent*. 60 cent*, and SI per bottle.
U HavandJ W Perkin* h Co
Portland.
Me..wholesale agent* for Maine.
uovlt »w20w*

r”

A

Wanii'tl ■millvtliatply.
Fngine, of thirty

second hand steam

horsepower,

febl»

dtf

to

forty

hnoulre of
illtiUl k DYBH.
2| Union Wharf.

THE DAILY PRESS.
POBTLAXD

MAIMM
---

Tuesday Morning, March 8, 1864.

Our Fire Department.
no

years than Portland.

-—--

are

not aware that

population comprises

our

The circulation of the Daily Press is laryer
than any other Daily paper in the State, and
double that of any other in Portland.

We

more

careful in the

in other

cities, or

quent, but

persons who are
of fire than are found

use

watchful care over the property of the city
entrusted to their keeping. In this particular

a

city in the United
States, with the amount and kind of property
exposed to lire that this city contains, that
has suffered less loss by fire for the past ten
There is probably

the

has

the

past year,

as

in other

peculiarly
Engineer, especially, should allow no time to
pass unimproved that can be occupied to advantage in looking after the interest with

years, been

fortunate.

The Chief

which he is entrusted.

that alarms are not as frethat a fire must work

until it is

a

Tuns—tT.OOprr year \f paid strictly
tf$l.00 mil be made.

in

advance

discount

reliance, it

main

MUNICIPAL ELECTION.
GLORIOUS UNION VICTORY!

was

policy

the

of the

city

au-

thorities to obtain the best the country afforded, without much regard to price, aud to
hare them manned with the most efficient
men in the. city, and they under the direction
of men whose heads were always clear, and
who seldom made a mistake in their judgment
as to the best course to be pursued in an
emergency. There have been connected with
our fire department, at various times and in
vaiious capacities, some of the leading and
most successful business men in our city.
The oldest engine in the city is the “Cataract.” It was purchased in Liverpool in 1802,
aud was in constant use for nearly fifty years.

good engine, capable of doing
good servjce, although it has to yield to the
march of improvement aud its power is someThe Catawhat lessened by wear and tear.
ract has been neatly painted and is now carefully housed In the new City building. The
first director of this engine was Elias Thomas,
Esq., who is. still living. There are others
in the city, who have, iu their palmier days,
It is now

Portland Leads the Column !
IWcLeJlan»«

11*20.

majority

very

a

been accustomed to “run with de machine.”

Othereuginesin

Ward Four Redeemed !
Union

over

every H ard in the City l

Yesterday
the most

Flag Proudly Floats

the

city

of Portland achieved

perfect Union victory

her annals.

ever

known in

In several of the Wards the op-

position were cooildent aud dellant. In Ward
Four they thought their divisions had been
healed, and that their usual success was to
attend them.
augury.

The storm was deemed a

Such

inclement day

an

good
had

never

failed to redound to their benefit; hut long
before the polls closed they began to be undeceived, and their hopes fell below zero. The
result shows that that sterling Union man,
Jacob McLellan, has been re-elected by
1VM

majority, against 105 majority hist
showing a net gain of 0341
This would

year;

to be

glory enough for one
triumphs were in store.

seem

day, but yet othor
Ward Four, where last year Carroll’s majority was 161, McLellan has carried by 04 majority. Every Union candidate in the city has
been elected by an overwhelming majority, and
the City Council, in both branches, will he
unanimously Uniou.
We congratulate our fellow-citizens upon
this auspicious result. Portland shows no
sympathy for rebellion, or for men who would
pander to rebellion for party purposes. She
leads the Uniou column, aud sends
greeting
to her sister cities, and as she has gone so will
go the State in September aud in November.
The souls of her martyred heroes, slaiu in defense of Liberty and the Union, are “marching on.” Though dead they yet speak, and

have had connected

as

and many others.
As soon as it was

fully demonstrated that
engines could be used to better advantage iu putting out fires than hand engines,
the city authorities at once resolved to give
them a trial. The second engine built by the
Ainoskeag Manufacturing Company was purchased by the city in 1850, at a cost of £4,000
steam fire

aud is now under the management of the
Machigonne Steam Engine Co. No. 1, of
which S. R. Leavitt is

Porter, Engineer.

Director,

and E. W.

It is manned

by fifteen

men, each having his place assigned him.
is located at 341 Congress street.

It

So well satisfied were the authorities with

advantages to be secured by the “Machigoune,” that they contracted with the Portland Co. to build a larger and more powerful

the

engine than the one they hau, which was completed in 1801. This engine while it is found
to be

very powerful one and is capable of
good service when “in front” of a fire,

a

doing
isjtoo heavy

to be drawn

by one pair

of horses,

which detracts very much from its practical
value. This engine is under the management
of the Falmouth Engine Co., and is located
on Congress street, between Lime and Pearl
streets. John II. Russell foreman, and John

Cousens, engineer.
Two additional steam engines have been
purchased within the last two years, one of
the Amoskeag Co., and located on Brackett
street, and the other of the Portland Co., and
located on Congress street between India
and Washington streets. The former is called
the Cumberland, No. 3, the latter the Casco,
No. 5.

These are

long

lighter engines than the
Machigonne and Falmouth, and in many respects superior. The Casco, for beauty and
efficiency can’t be beat.
There are now in active service in Uie De-

traitor defiles the soil of the South or a

partment, four steam fire engines and four

their voices will be beard and heeded so
as a

city

Jedediah .Jewett, J. B.
the city;
Brown, St. John Smith, Neal Dow, Thomas
Hammond, Charles Staples, Luther Dana,
Andrew T. Dole, F. C. Moody, Henry Fox,
S. C. Chase,Ueo. Worcester,Charles^. Clapp,
such

The

the

with them, iu various capacities, some of the
leading aud most successful business men of

copperhead disgraces the North.
Ulory Hallelujah 1
Below we give the details:
VOTE

FOR

Amen!

engines.

hand

fifteen men and two horses each, to be conaud day, at the sound of
the alarm. The hand eugiues require forty

There is also a Hose Company
Hook and Ladder Company, requiring

each.

men

MAYOR.

and a

1803.

20 men each.

S

Ward..

g

.5

*

|

I

=

S

2

o

S,

c

1 .M
2 .209
3 .342
4 .237
6.296
6 .140
7 .292

llo
112
VJ
143
112
127
132

366
2:2

1
1

339
346
321
30

7

8r6

MeLeltan'. majority
"

"

Net

£

241
247
23.
393
260
266
2»2
30

266

Island..
Total.1941

%
2

%
276

1
1
3

1960
all....1129
2166

over

last year

s
l
3

s,

4
3
4

6
3
2

21

gain.934
were

elected:

Ward i.

Alderman—George W. Beal.

Common Councilmen—Increase Pole, William Brown, John L>. Snowman.
Constables
William Foster, William A.
Charlton.
Warden—Benjamin F. Hinds.
Clerk—Robert I. Hull.
—

Ward 2.

Alderman—Franklin C. Moody.
Common Councilmen
Stephen Whitte—

more, Jeremiah

llowe,

William G. Soule.
Constables— Charles H. Fiekett, Isaac W.

Sc&mmon.
Warden—Arthur M. Small.
Clerk—William Weeks.
Ward 3.

Alderman—John E. Jlonnell.

Common Couneilmen
John T. Gilman,
Charles II. Burr, Cyrus Nowell.
James H. Herrick, Thomas
Constables
—

—

Wildes.
Warden—M. A. Blanchard.

Clerk—Henry

K.

liiukley.

Ward I.

Alderman—John G. Hayes.
Common Councilmen—Andrew P. Morgan,
Charles A. Gilson, Edwin Clement.
Constables—George T. Ingraham, James S.
Gould.
Warden—Jonathan A. Fenderson.
Clerk—John L. Shaw.
W ard 5.

Alderman—Stevens Smith.
Common Councilmen—George L. Storer,
Gilbert L. Hailey, Edmund Phinuey.
Constables—William II. Kobbinson, Archi-

bald Montgomery.
Warden—Nathaniel Walker.

Clerk—George

S.

Nutting.

W ard C.
Alderman—Frederick G. Messer.
Common Councilmen—James H.
Timothy E. Stuart, Eben Corey.

Constables—Jonathan Meserve, William G.
Hart.
Warden—Alexander Tyler.
Clerk—F. A. GerrHh.
Ward 7.

Alderman—William H. Stewart.
Common Councilmen—Cyrus K. I.udd, Joseph Johnson, Brown Thurston.
Constables—George B. Tuttle, Audrew L.

Taylor.

Warden—Francis E. Pray.
Clerk—J. J. W. Reeves.

23^'We published a piece of poetry the other day entitled, “Where is the End?” which
purported to have been" written for the Press”
A correspondent has called our attention to
the fact that it was written by the “Dean of
Canterbury.” We find upon examination that
the copy was endorsed, “Selected for
the
Press,” and not “Written for the Press,” as it
appeared in our columns. Such endorsement
lines are kept standing in type on the galley
and it was a mistake of the compositor that
the wrong one was used.
'_

un-

Department, acting in volunteer companies, is 230.
The building occupied by the Pacific engine
Company, No. 9, is found insufficient for the
purposes of the company, and arrangements
have been made to erect, the present season,
on the lot between the Observatory and Methodist church
as

the

Congress street, such a builwants of the company
demand, to
on

be used also for Ward purposes.
By reference to the reports of the Chief
Engineers of the Department, it will be seen
that the average loss by fire during the last
ten years has been $45,510 74 a year, while
the average loss, for the five preceding
years
had been $102,380 a year. The loss since the
introduction of the steam engines has been

regularly decreasing, until the past municipal
year, during which two fires occurred so far
from the location of the engines that
they had
got well underway before they could be got
on the ground.
With the exception of the
losses by the fires at Wm. Gray’s Patent
Leather factory and the Wool factory, the loss
during the last year has been but $13,000;
these loss® ($22,000) bring it up to
$35,000.
The loss iu 1802 was $23,801, while in 1853 it
was $205,015. There have been but 24 alarms
during the past year.
immediately upon the discovery of a Are, a
general alarm will be rung upon all the bells
as usual tjccept upon the two bells
having the
alarm attached. I'pou these bells, (the Central and St. Stephen’s ) will be struck by
persons
appointed for that
purpose,
the number of the district in which the Are
may be located, and this to be repeated, with
short

intermissions, as
require.

many times as circum-

stances may

In order to still further

perfect the plan of
the Committee, the persons
discovering a Are
are requested to locate it
by crying the number of the district and name of the street
where the Are may be burning, and this cry
to lie repeated by the llremen and others, as

they may hear it.
There is connected with the Department a
Relief Association, with funds suAicient to
guarantee to any person in the Department,
who may be

Hamblen,

The whole number of men

der pay in the

ding

196

The following Ward olficers

engines require

stantly ready, night

I8«4.

=

The steam

injured

in the

discharge of his
defray his expeuses.
An annual appropriation has been made by
the city to the funds of this Association, until
this year when the city authorities were induty,

a

liberal

amount

to

formed that the call upon the funds has been
so small that the usual
appropriation is not

necessary.

Augusta, March 4.
Senate—Mr. Stewart moved to reconsider
the vote

thorizing

passing to be engrossed, the bill authe City Government of Portland to

exempt the Portland Glass Co from taxation.

The motion to reconsider was laid on the tabie and assigned for Friday next.
Bill to revive and extend an Act authorizing the town of Wiscasset to aid in the construction of the Kennebec and Wiscasset Kailroad, was passed to be engrossed.
Acts to incorporate Portland Boiling Mills,
and to set off part of Scarboro to Gorham,
were passed to be enacted.
A message was received from the Governor
stating that the land scrip issued for the beneilt of an Agricultural College, amounting to
about 210,000 acres, had been received.
House—Acts to incorporate the Foreign
Emigrant Association of Maine; to authorize
the City of Portland to exempt the Portland
Glass Co from taxation; to establish
compensation of Treasurer of Cumberland
Couuty;
and liesolve asking U. S. government to
provide proper defences on Northeastern frontier, were read and assigned.
Act to incorporate Casco Coffee Co,
passed
to be engrossed.
Acts to set off portion of Scarboro to Gorham, and to incorporate Portland Dry Dock
Co, passed to be enacted.
Be solve imposing County taxes was Anally

passed.

Bill to amend Acta to incorporate Penobscot, Lincoln and Kennebec Kailroad Co, was
amended and passed te be engrossed.
Mr. Webb, of Portland, from Judiciary Committee, reported an Act to restrain illegal appropriations of money. Accepted.

Augusta, March 5.
Senate—Business entirely Unimportant.
House—Nathan Webb, of Portland, was
chosen Speaker pro tern.
Act to incorporate Foreign Emigrant Association of Maine, was passed to be
engrossed.

Mr. Lynch, of Portland, presented Itesolves

to encourage
ordered to be

Foreign emigration,
printed.

which were

A Patriotic Family.—The Oxford Democrat contains the

following from a corresponHartford, this State, which shows an
example of family patriotism that can't be beat
in the history of the rebellion. The widow of
the late James Young of
Byron, (now the
wife of Edmund Irish of Hartford) was left
with eight sons and two daughters.
George,
aged thirty-two, eulisted in the 35th Mass.
Regiment.
Charles, aged 29 years, enlisted in the U. S.
Navy for flve years. The time has now expired, leaving the mother in ignorance as to
his fate, not having heard from him for a
long
dent in

time.
James F.llmore, aged 25 years, enlisted in
the 5th Maine Reg., died at Fairfax
(Seminary
Dec. 8th, 1802. Interred at Bucklield.
Delance, aged 23 years, eulisted in the 8th
Me., Co. C.

Henry, aged 20 years, enlisted in the 10th
Reg., returned with the regiment in May,
re-enlisted in the 29th Me., Co. H.
Yolney E., aged 10 years, now pleading for
liberty to enlist.
Horace Nelson, aged 14 years, enlisted in
the 29th Me. Reg., Co. H.
Charles S. Emerson, oldest daughter's husband,Capt. in 1st Me. Reg., 3 months men.
Capt. Co. H, 10th Me. Reg., came home as
Major, now Lieut. Col. 29th Me.
Richard, aged 9 years, willing to heip Uncle
Abe, when he is old enough, if he does not
strangle the monster before.
Me.

The 7-30 Bonds.—The coupons on the 7paid in gold, yet it is said the
principal is to be paid in paper. Now when
these bonds mature, August 10th, of the
present year, the last coupon
having been cut off
there will be due six months interest,
like the coupons is payable in gold.
When those bonds are presented for

which,
Querie.
redemp-

tion,

will the Government pay the accrued interest and the principal—both due at the same
time—in different kinds of currency? It has
been said these bonds will not be
in

paid

because neither the law under which

gold
they
face,

issued, nor the bonds upon their
speciflcaly provided for payment in coin. The
same is true of the law
providing for the issue
of the flve-lwcnty bonds and also of the bonds
themselves, and yet the Assistant Secretary
of the Treasury has beeu “directed
by the Secwere

retary to state, that it is the purpose of the
Government to pay those bonds lUe other
bonds of the United States—in coin at maturity. If they should be called iu after the expiration of live years they would be redeemed
in the same

funds,

as

if allowed to run twenty

years.”
C3?“Wc regret to learn, as we do by the
Temperance Journal, that Mr. George II.
Pearce, who recently lectured iu this city
and other parts of the State,
upon the subject
of Temperance, has met with a misfortune
that gives him a just claim upon the benevolent who have the means of
aiding him.—
About two weeks since, while away lecturing, his house in Hamilton, took (Ire, and he
lost everything, his family barely
escaping
with their iives, in their night clothes, and
this too at midnight with the thermometer
ten degrees below zenr.
The “Sons,” iu Canada ever ready to assist a brother iu distress
“Not knowing how soon adversity may make
them the object of fraternal sympathy,” are
raising a subscription for his benefit. We
hope some of those who listened with so much
interest to his eloquent lectures in
Maine,
who have a spare V, will scud it to S. L. Carlton, Ksq.,of this city, who will forward it to
Mr. Pearce.

for soon becomes

useless;

greatest importance that

it is therefore of the
men

holding impor-

positions should not only be prompt and
vigilant when a Are is threatening the destruction of property, but that they should exercise

tant

a

men

in the color

guard had been killed.”

Johnson

ed her death.

jury,

was

The verdict of the coronor’s
that Charlotte Johnson came to her

death by taking

poisonous substance,
corrosive sublimate, administered to her
by
some person to the jury unknown.
a

_

m—M—isnwn—■■

called

SPECIAL

Portsmouth in

1851,

pore for

Beard to i*a Natural Color,
IS

AND

A

MUST

LUXURIOUS DRESSING

FOR THE HAIR AND HEAD.

RESTORATIVE,

Constitution

as

vote.

that soldiers in the army

can

CLARK’S RESTORATIVE,
Erad.catee Dandruff.
CLARK'S RESTORATIVE,
CLARK'S RESTORATIVE,
Prevents its falling off.
CLARK'S RESTORATIVE,

nncijualled Dressing.

an

CLARK'S RESTORATIVE,
Is

The Argus and Advertiser are
requested to copy that Acrostic in its
corrected
form in justice to the
writer, inasmuch as they
have copied it in its mutilated state.

jy=The March Tern of the S. J. Conrt
for Oxford County, will commence on
Tuesday
of this week. It is
expected that J udge Dickwill be

erson

CLARK'S RESTORATIVE,
good for Old People.

CLARK'S RESTORATIVE,
Is

CLARK'S RESTORATIVE,

Is not

Anna E. Dickinson. Anna has the
advantage
of having truth and justice on her side.

Sy’The difliereuce in time between Boston and San Frauciaco is 3
hours, 25 minutes,
and 33 seconds.
Consequently when it is 12
o’clock M. in Boston, it is .'if minutes, 27
onds past eight A. M., in San Francisco.

sec-

8^“Election in New Hampshire occurs today.' As we shall probably get sufficient returns by to-morrow morning to indicate the

give

au

opinion

600 since last fall.

This is true, but at the
time the Union vote has increased more

than 000!

2yThe Bath Times says the body of a
child, apparently not more than two or
three days old at the time ot his
dealt, was
found in the dock, at Houghton’s
ship yard,
on Saturday last.
jyThe copperhead papers in New York
claim that in 411 town elections
they have
gained four Supervisors, but they prudently
omit to mention that they have lost
forty-two,
making a net loss of thirty-eight. Yet such is
male

splendid

Is

8y~*The Cape Aun Advertiser has again

CLARK S RESTORATIVE,

Keeps

Hair in its Place.

the

CKAKK'S RESTORATIVE,

CLARK'S RESTORATIVE.

Stops Itchiug
Keeps

the Head Coot.

RESTORATIVE,

of

delightfully perfumed.

old, was

seated in

pew. Upon his coming home he was asked what he did in church
when he replied, “I went into a
cupboard and
took a seal on the shelf.”

Contains

issues have been met in that State. Our friends
there have not, as in this State, met the issues
of Slavery and Freedom square
and

Sy'l'tie Troy Times of Feb. 19, says “John
was in town to-day, and celebrated
Uis birthday by haviug his picture taken. lie
is one hundred years old, but
haviug been
born on the 29th of February, in leap
year, he
has only seen tweuty-flvc birthdays. It
may
Tibbetts

also be stated that Gen. Wool was
the 29th of February, aud his

born

CLARK S RESTORATIVE,

Prepares your lor Parties.
CLARK'S RESTORATIVE,
Prepares you for Balls.
CLARK'S RESTORATIVE,
All

Lady will
CLARK'S RESTORATIVE,

birthday only

iu four years.”
Cyit is reported that Artemas Ward, Dr.
Ilingston, his agent, and Mr. Irwin were attacked by a party of Indians, near the Great
Salt Lake and after a desperate light were ovaud the two former taken

prisoners
They were released
through the agency of Gen. Conner, military
cammauder of Utah. Artemas will no
longer
be obliged to resort to Action, facts is
stranger
escaped.

Count

Hossi, known in this country as
the husband of Sontag, the singer, has
lately
died at Brussels, where he has lived iu retirement educating his
children, siuce his wife’s
death. Sontag it will be
remembered, died iu
over

uupleasant
were

rumors

of jelousy, love aud

afloat at the time.

poison

obvious duty that the Kepublicau party owed
the country, owed to humanity, owed to
God,
when they came into power, it was to drive a
plough-share from turret to foundation of the
Supreme Court of the United States. They
should have done it.”
23T-T he Military Committee of the Legissays the Kennebec Journal, have reported a bill for the reorganization of the Militia, which coutains seventy-live sections, and

lature,

is an

do

without it.

Costs but SI
CLARK’S RESTORATIVE,
Is Sold by Druggists and Dealers
Every where

important oue in its provisions. It requires the enrollment of all able-bodied lueu
between eighteen aud forty-live, aud then provides that the whole body of the militia shall
arm and equip themselves.
This, however, is
not required to be completed until a
year Irom
next May.
An annual training, inspection
and review is provided, with a commutation
of fifty cents for rations on muster
day if the
soldier has performed all his military duties.
An active volunteer corps of not over
0,000
men is provided for, 2,000 to a division—to be
armed and equipped by the State,

*85 Beiswiy for Ninc'Months’ Volant*
r«,
*1OO Bwwwly lor Soldiers wounded in Battle.
nr* prepared to obtain 836
for
Nine
Bounty
Month s Volunteers, who volunteered
under
act of July, 18*3.
Bounty of 8100 lor Hoidiers discharged on account of ir -usds rtreirnU in latttr obtaiued (If papers on tile are eoriect) in threr
ire,It
time
Special attention given to the eolleetion of
Prise Hooey, and claims against Government
SWEAT & CLEAVES,

WE

CoiinHelloi-M

RAIL*

City of PonTi, axd, Treasurer's I
Office. March 7.1864. J
IKXOTICE is hereby given that, in accordauce with
•*-N
an ordinance or the
City, a list of taxes aateased upon resident!,
amounting to FIVE DOLLARS and upwards,
remaining unpaid on
-»T,

WEDNESDAY,
will be

l.

A UK A CO.

March 3,1864.

mch»

Hanover. Mi

Oct. 1,1861.

Dear SirI have used L. F. Atwood s Bitter*
tor some 10 or 15 years. 1 have tried a
great number
of medicines lor Dyspepsia.but without effect. 1 lies©
Bitters are the only remedy that have ever relieved
me ol this
distressing complaint. My neighbors
have also been greatly benetitted
by the use of them.
JOEL 1IOW.
tar Beware <rf Counterfeits and base imitations,
some erf which tier signed
F., instead of L. F.
At wand.
The
is signed L. F. Atwood, and

genuine

8'ifeguard against imposition bears an

kxtra

lauul,countersigned //. //. HA Y, Druggist, Portland, Ate., sole General Agt nt.
For sale by respectable dealers in medicine
generally*
jaulti timeod&w 3
Quarters Draft Rendezvous, I
Mo
18' 18w-»

6.1'0r,llnd-

The streets of Portland will be patroled each
day
and night by a Guard from “Camp
Berry,” aud all
persons wearing the uniform of a United States soldier will be arrested, unless they can show
proper
authority for being absent from their commands.
Soldiers thus arrested, and
belonging to other
will
be seut to the Provost Marshal, to
commands,
bo returned to their regimeuts as deserters.
Citizens wearing the uniform oi the U. S. soldier
will be subject to this order.
BRIG. GEN. ROWLEY.
By order of
J L. Dudley, 1st Lieut. 2d Art'y, A. A G.

janld dtt

Cape Elizabeth.

Cap©

Sore Throat,

Cough,

Cold,
and similar trouble*, if suffered to
progress, result
in serious Pulmonary, Bronchial and Asthmatic affections, oftentimes incurable.

BROWN'S BRONCHIAL TROCHES,
compounded so M to reach directly the seat of
give almost instant relief.

the disease and
mch5 dim

GREAT DISCOVERY—An adhesive 1preparation
V
STH A
Patches and Linings to Boots aud Shoes sufficientw
ly strong ithout stitching.
That will effectually mend Furniture,
Crockery,
Toys, and all articles of household use.
Belt Makers,
Boot and Shoe Makers,
Manufacturers aud Machinists,
»
Aud Families.
will rind it invaluable’ It will effectually stop
the leakage of C- al Oil.
that will

is insoluble iu water or oil.
is a liquid, and as easily applied
will adhere oily substances.
is

as

paste.

stand in need of hands.

Supplied

in packages from 2 oz to 100 lbs., by
CHAS. KU 1IAKDSON A CO
til Broad Street, Boston,
Sole Agents for New England.
>V. F. PHILLIPS, Agent for Portland.
fcb25 «!2w

The Patent He lie Monte Skirt.

Hoop

new

style Skirt, at Ah*
Depot, under

Skirt aud Corset

Mechanics' Hall.

decl9 d3m

CURB FOR CATARRH.—Dk. Wadiwoktb’i
DHY UP is u certain remedy for this loathsome
disease. There is no mistake about this. The Dry
Un has cured thousands of cases ot Catarrh, and the
sales of the article is constantly increasing. A word
to tho wise is sufficient. For sale by the proprietor,
H. II. HU RlilNiiTON, Provideuce, K. I. Also by
U. H.IIAY, Druggist, Agent for Portland.
ooUleodA wffiu

L>». J. W. Kkllky, Associate Fouuder of the

Analytical By stein

of Medici ue. ami

successor to

his

Father, the late Dr. .1. Clawson Kelley, will be iu
attendance at 214 Cougress street, 'Pueisduy and

Wednesday,

the 8th and 9th of March.
invitnd to call, office advice tree
rach‘2 dlw*

The sick

are

tsr t o

cough, hoarseness, or auv disease of
the throat aud lungs, use Howes’s Cough Pills. Sold
il.
11.
by
Hay. Portland, and by druggists generally.
juu27 d&w3ru*
euro a

tyrhe Post Othce is directly opposite Harris
Hat and Cap Store.
Ieb29 ti
tr CARDS and BILL ULADS neatly print*
office.
tf

at this

Mr. Slldon will he In Port-

WHAT EVEKY-BODT WANTS.
OUR NEW POCKET ALBUM.
( Fox Soldixk axd Civilian.)
Holding Sixteen Pictures, is the cheapest and best
Pocket Album ever offered to the public.
Sent by mail to any address, post-paid, on
receipt

JUST

ot aerenty-flre cents.
It can be tilled with pictures! (IS) and sent
by mail
to soldiers in the army, or friends anywhere in Coda Sam’s domains at the very trifling som of Thirty
fonts postage. All orders promptly tilled by
SAMUEL BOWLES A COMPANY.

26 dec.

mobs J.itk w3i

MARRIED.

SmixoriiLD, Mags.

Genteel Furniture at Auction.
shall sell at
on Wednesday. March 16.

Portsmouth. X H, John K Slmonds and Miss
Lucy Ewing, both ot Portland ; Aaron Burnham and
Annie S Dudley, both of Kittery: Sam i G Meicber.
20th Me Volt and MissKosellaH Weston. ofKreeport.
In Bath, Mr Horace M Nash aud Miss Hattie J
Sprague; Mr Edward P Bowker aud Miss Bertha A
Leonard.
In Brunswick, Kranklin 11 Towns, of Boston, and
Miss Mary J Marshall, of It.
In Ellsworth. Josisli Williams,1st Mr Cavalry, and
Miss Marriam C Bragdou, both of Kranklin.
In

WE at 10 o'clock auction
A. M. at

House, No. 317 Cong-

ress street, occupied
by L. H. liteomb. all the Furniture ia said house consisting io part of Brnssells
three ply; chamber, and Oil
Carpers: Bureaus; Bed
steads, Beds and Matrasses; two Chamber seta; Mirrors, Todet. Work, Center, Card and ExtansJou
Tahiti : Both, Parlor cliaira and Rockers, Ottoman
Whatnot, Easy Chair in Dama.k, Crockery,
China, Stone. Wooden, Iron and t in ware.
Stove, Refrigerator. Ac Ac together with a general assortment of Kitchen Furniture. House
open
for examination earlr, morning or sale.
mch8 dt i.
HENRY C. BAILEY A O., Auo'aeers.

class'
Cook'

DIED.
Id tbia city,
Mrs Thebe, relict of the late
Rev Asa Cu mining-, DD, aged 74 years 2 months.
gy Funeral Thursday afternoon.
In Chestervillc, Augusta V Ricker, aged 18 years.
In Brunswick, Albert Harmon, aged 29 years 11
months.
lu Gardiner. Benjamin P Stevens, aged 29.
In Whitctield, Rice King, aged 54.
In Aina, Mrs Mary Jewett, aged 82.

Notice of Foreclosure of .Rorlgage,
notice is hereby given that the undersigned claim by mortgage from John T. Winslow, of Wsstbrook. Cumberland County, Maine
a oertalu lot of land and Hate in said Westbrook
commencing at a point made by the intersection of
the northerly line of a way
landing from the County
Road to Back Cots, on which said Winslow’s
Pottory
is situated, with the easterly line of sa d
Pottery lot,
owned by said Winslow; thence
running north
easterly ia the same course with said northerly line
or said way. on to the flats forty lest to a stake; and
from these two bounds, extending northerly by and
adjoining said Jobs T. Winslow’s Pottery lot. keeping the width of forty feet, one hundred and thirtytwo feet, If said distance reaches to Darld Winslow’s
lot. bot not to extend beyond that distance; said
mortgage being dated the twenty-seventh day of
September in the year of onr Lord, eighteen hundred and flfty-eight and recorded ia Cumberland
Registry ot Deeds I a Book 1*1 Page 113; that the
condition in said mortgage deed named la broken,
by reason whereof we claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage.
HARRIOT DKKRINO,
M 4 RY L DEKR1NO.
NATHANIEL DECKING,
DORrAS DEBLOI8.
ALMIRA MERRILL,
WM. P. FESSEN DEN.
Devise in Trust.
inch* wSw
Port'aod. March 6th. 1164.

PUBLIC

MARINE

NEWS.

PORT

OF

PORTLAND.

Monday,.March 7.
ARRIVED.
Ship Northampton, Morse, Philadelphia.

Br bark Baracouta. Creighton. Matanzas.
Bark Evelyn, (ofStocton) Patterson, from

bethport.

Br brig Stanley, Dickson. Cienfuogos, 19th
Mch James, Brown, Boston.
Sch Ocean Ranger, Bradley. Baltimore for

Eliza-

ult.
Bath.

CLEARED.
Bark Caroline E Kelley, Brown, Matanzas, Chase
Bros k Co.
Br brig Quango, Brown. Matanzas, Isaac
Dyer.
Sch Ada Ames, Ames, Washington. DC, J IS Fish-

Wanted,
to rent, a house pleasantly situated,
convenient lor one, or two email families.
Addrese A.M. P. BoxSMPO
mcha edit

WANTED

er.

The

captain and

of the American ship F.mxua
Jane, burnt by the Alabama Jan 14. weic landed destitute at Anjungo. a small port South of Ccchiu.

[BT
land.

TEL. TO

crew

MUUHAltTS’

Ayres, Dec 29th

-Ar

Postponed.
MK
EATON’S First Lecture on Ireland
and the Irish,is po*tpon+d on account of the
weather to Thursday evening, 7} o'clock ; doors open
at 7 o'clock.
mch $dlt

KEY.

KXCHANOI.)
II Soule, Port-

ship C

HE subscriber
gives public notice to all
concerned, that he has been duly appointed and
takeu upou himself the trust of Admiui»trator with
the will annexed ot the estate of

Launched—At Bath, on Saturday morning. 5th,
yard ol J P Morse, the steam t >wboat built
B W Morse.

WILLIAM nTEV*N9,

DOMESTIC PORTS.

late of Westbrook in the couuty of Cumberland,
deceased, by giving bond as the law directs; be
therefore request* all persons who are indebted to
the said deceased's estate to make immediate
payment; and those who hare any demands thereon, to
exhibit the same for settlement to
FREDERICK FOX, of Portland.
Wstbrook, March, 1 1M4.
w3w* 10

BOSTON—Ar 5th. bark Orchilla, (of ficarsport) Havener, Matanzas Feb 20; bark White Cloud. Freeman, Eliza belli port; brig Fredk Fugene, (of Thomas ton) Crockett, do; schs Ruby. Connor. St J
ago;
Adaliue, Kelsey. Baltimore; K Clossou, Babson, aud
Franconia, liolt, do; Susan. Bearse, New York; U
D Grindle, Burnham. Buck-port.
Cld schs Telegraph, Nickerson, New York; Zina,

Bradbury. Machias
Ar 6th. Dan brig Luchetti, Schauenberg.

hereby gives public notice to all
THE
concerned, that be lias been duly appointed and
takeu
himself the
subscriber

8t ThoraFeb 14: Hr sch Blue Jacket, Horn, Halifax Feo27.
NEWPORT—Ar 4th inst, sch Atnauda Powers, (of
Rockland) Bullock, New York tor Wareham (aud tld
AM 5th).
lu port 4th, 7 PM, schs Coral, (of Bangor) Kent,
and 31 R Carlisle, Kenyon, for New York; Harriet
Fuller, Hamilton, Portland for do; EG Willard, Parsons, of and from Portlaud tor Philadelphia; Henry
Castoff, Albro. Providence for New York; Bramball,
Kicker, of and from Portlanu for New Haven; Julia
Newell. Trott, of aud from do for Philadelphia; Maracaibo, Henley, of and from do for New York; Francisco, Kilby, of and from do fordo; Phoenix, Henley,
from do for Mystic; 31arv E Gage, I.am*on Fall River, for New York: A J Dyer, Rogers, Fall River for
New 3 ork: Joseph Long, Harrington, of and from
Portland tor Alexandria; Pallas, Uxton,ofdaad ta
Rockland for New York.
EDGAR'i'OWN—Ar 3d. schs Augusta, Lord. Delaware for Portland; 1 L Suow, Rockland for N York.
Sailed 4th, schs Adeline, Augusta, and Josiah Achoru.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 4th, PM, trig J Bickmore,
Tracy, Portland for Baltimore; schs S T King, Clendeunin, NewfYork lor Calai-; Delaware. Crockett,
aud 1 L Snow, Aehorn. Rockland lor New York.
5th, 8 AM. WiudSW. In port brig J Bickmore.
SAN FRANCISCO^-Ar 4th inst, ship Win Chamberlaiu. Carver. New York. Sept 2.
HAMPTON ROADS-Ar Id, schs Julia Baker,
Lowe, Buena Vista. Horton, and 31 A Hyer. Soper,
from New York for Fort res* Monroe; Eva. Hammond
Fernandina for Philadelphia; William Gregory, Cottrell, Chester. Md. fbr Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 4th, schs 3Ioonlight, Tuthill, aud A Hammond. Higgins, New York.
NEW YORK— Ar 4th, sch Harriet, Bearse, Rock-

trust of
upou
lxst will and testament of

same

for settlement to

CHARLES 11. WATSON.
w3w *10
Gorham, Feb.2, 18d4.
hereby gives public notice to all
THE
concerned, that he has been duly appointed and
taken
subscriber

upon himself the trust or Administrator
of the estate of
ZF.DEKIAU NR YENS,
late of New Gloucester in the county of Cumberland, deceased,by giving boud as the law directs; ha
therefore requests all persons who are iudebted to
the said deceased’* estate to make immediate
payment ; and those who hare any demands thereon, to
sxhibit the same for settlement to
AMOS U. HE YENS.
New Gloucester, March 11,18d4.
w3w01#

NOTICE.
\|

SIMMONS, who hu had twenty-fire year*
experience 1b th.

K.

.U

Klalden Dye He use,
and nan highly recommended hy lh« Barrette,
■rill take charge of the Dyeing department nt the

land

PORTLAND

FANCY GOODS

chief.

rey, England
Ar at Calcutta, Jan llth. H L Harriman. Singapore; Portland. Leavitt. Liverpool.
Ar at Kaugoon, Jau S, 8 Duunidg, Whitehou»e,
Aden.
Cld at Gibraltar 13th ult. Young l urk, Harding,

Messina

Arat Liverpool 10th, Nova Beotian (a) Portland.
CM lOtli, Deborah Peunell, Pennell. Valparaiso.
Entered for
13th, Australia, Uankiu, for
Casting; 19th, llarry Warren, Jones. BostUta.
Ar at Loudou 18th. Hose Stan dish, Hutchings. Cal*
cutta; 2>»th. Patrick Henry, Itobiuson. New York.
At Matamoras, Feb 11, brig Lydia H Cole, unc.

loahug

H.
So.

HOUSE*-""

MERRILL.

131 Middle Street, ( up sta'r*,) Portland, Maine.

8llk, Twist, Buttons. Bindings, Threads. Fins,
•ieedles, Cutlery. Edgings. Stationery, Lacings,
'ape. Elastics, Beits, Combs, Suspenders. Toys, Ac.
DRgSS ASD TAILORS' TRIM MISOS.
me hi

eod3m

STOKE TO LET.
—AMD-

f

I

Stock and Fixtures for Sale.
IDE eligible Store now occupied by Mr. J.
Small,

Boot aud

Shoo Store, with an
and repairing. Mo. 77
term of three or live
> ear*.
A rare chance is offered to any oue
wi.-hiug
) enter the busiuMS.
The stock consists of a neural assortment of Boots, Shoes and Rubbers, which
j offered at cost f r 3) daya to e on the coureru.
Auy information wanted can be obtaiued of the
9 ibacriber on the premises.
J AS. SMALL.
Portland, March 1, 1864.
uichl eodtf
,

partment

as

for

a

manufacturing

ork, St., is to be leased lor

a

For Sale.
SUUARE block of land, of about 73000 mores
V of wood land, on the south nide of the rivet
y t. Lawrence, in Canada East
It is interceded by
I vo considerable ri»ers with eligible Mill sits. Well
v ooded with etery description ot timber, such as
c ine and spruce in large qaantitiee. aud
maple,
£ urcb, beech, tamarac ana bam* wo d to any amount
H. T. MACU1M, Portland.
Enquire of
Portland. Feb. l!hM.
feb* eodtf
k

SPOKEN.
Feb 12, lat 43 10, Ion 40 09, ship John Bright, New
York for Liverpool.
Feb 14. lat 48 30. Ion 21 44, ship Atmosphere, Liver*
pool fbr NewJYork.
Feb 3, lat 49 25, Ion 16 18, was passed ship Ellen
Austin, from Cardiff Jan 16 for New York.

HOUSE,

VholtiiO,

At
ton,

Ar at Callao, 7th ult, Memnon, Freeman, Panama;
13th. W 11 Prescott, Hatchelder. Chine has.
Bid Jan 80, Star. Curtis. Chine has; Feb 1, Kate
Dyer, Dyer, do; 3d, bark Anuie Kimball, Humph-

DYE

of Preble and Portland Street*,
gy Office. No 97 Exchange street.
A. FOSTER, l’roprietro.
febdeodSm*

corner

I'UK IS.

Port au Prince. Feb 18, brigs Martha Washing*
Leland, from Portland disg, for MiragoOne to
load; C'hitnboraro, Warren, from do, ar 12th. disg.
to load for Bostou. Hark Helen Augusta. Curtis, sld
17th for .St Marcs, to load for New York. On 6th
lust, the light ship ou the Uankorchief Shoal report*
ed tho buoy gone from the S W part of the Uaudker*

Executor of tbs

GREEN LIEF C. WATSON,
late ot Gorbaa, iu the couuty of Cumberland,
deceased,by giving boud as the law directs. be therefore request* all persons who are iudebted to the said
deceased's estate, to make immediate payment; aiul
those who have any demands thereou, to exhibit the

ArSth. bark Scotland. Smalley, Port Royal 8C;
sch Phebe, Morrow, Havaua.
Cld 4th, brig
Cardenas; sch Walter Raleigh, Nickerson, New Orleans.
Ar 5th. ship Republic, from Bremen; bark Hiawatha, do; brig Adriauce. Mess aa.
Ar Oth. bark- Kechabite, Matanzas; Annie Shergood. Cionftiogos; sch Miranda, Porto Rico.
SToNINGTON—A r 2d, schs Planet, Der mot, and
St Lucar, Barnes, Rockland; Honest Abe. Strang;
Sea Nymp. Conley; George W Snow, Haskell, and
Jane lla-koll. Providence.
NKWBURYPORT—Ar 4th, schs Artie, Perkins,
Baltimore: Life Boat, lteed, New York.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 2d, schs Bay State Ywatoo,
Rockland for New York; Isaiah L Snow, Aehera,
ami Delaware. Crockett, do for do.
WlSCASSEl’—Ar 2d. -eh Emetine, Colby, Boston;
4th, ship Wallace, Laue, Key West.
V OHK1UA

hereby

It

from the
for Capt

SylphiUo,

HILTON'S INSOLUBLE CEMENT!
Hilton Buouilks. Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.

A Aill assortment of this

to
re-

land, on Moodny the 14th. and will o.Il upon any
parties who may intermeiiately express a desire lose#
him. Mr.
address is No. 3 Cambridge 8t.
8iddamp’
^
Boston.
mohSdlw

as

The citizens of
Elizabeth, who are in favor
of the Union aud ol sustaining tho Administration
iu its efforts to suppress the rebellion, are
requested
t« meet at tho Town House
Wednesday, March
bth, at 4 o’clock iu the afternoon, to nomiuate Candidate* tor Town Officers for the
ensuing year.
Per order of the Town Committee.
Cape Elizabeth. March 7,18ti4.

dkuhon'h

to return
to

happy

Commissions to obtain artiiane and other class, s
or workmen for such Portland manufactorlesaa
mar

MINIATURE ALMANAC.
Tuesday.*..March 8.
Sun rises.6 22 I Uigh water.11.44
San sets.6. u | Length of days.11.28

Buenos

It
It
It
It

papers of the

henry p*: Lord,
Treaeurer and Collector.

Scardly of Labor.

CIENF l EGGS— Br brig Stanley, 169 hints Sugar,
19 ires do. 19 bbls do, Geo II Starr, 2 hhds Molasses
to Ylaster.

mch3eodly

Cape Elizabeth, July 1, 1863.
my connection with the State Reteacher, L. F. Atwood’s Hitter*
were introduced there and used with marked
success,
particularly in Bilious affection*.
Your*, Ac.,
A. P. HILLMAN.

are

last.,

daily

J. H. 8IDDONS intending
MR.Europe
early in April, will be
ceire

Liverpool.Mar 28
Arabia.Boston.Liverpool.Mar 80
Germania.New York.. Liverpool_April 2
Chiu i. NewYork Liverpool.... April 6
Africa.Boston.... Liverpool.April 13

as a

Head

9th

of the

one

t!2t_

Mar 16

Australasiau.New Y'ork

Sir:—During

ORDKR NO.

published In

«“y.

Agents.

as a

Law,

At

117, Mid >le St. Mussey ’s Mow.

No

NOTICE TO TAX PAYEES.

i'AOPRI ETOItt.

School,

dtf

meh8

ty~The funeral of diaries Henry Haskell will
take place from his father's residence, 40 York street,
this afternoon at 2j o'clock.

Priei- SI per bottle.—6 bottles lor So.

form

con

7th inst.

No

C. U. C

taste* of all

BOUNTIES A PRIZE MONEY.

Bavaria.New York Hamburg
Mar 19
City of New York.New York. Liverpool.... Mar 19
Hausa.New Y'ork. Bremen
Ylar 26

Thermometer.3 o’clock A. M

goods

FRKSH **ooMutcairao

104 MIDDLE STREET.
Portland, March 8, 1844,
nod t0 ju„,

Hammonia.New Y'ork Hamburg
Mar 6
City of London_Now Y'ork Liverpool.Mar 6
Asia. NewYork.. Liverpool.Mar 9
Etna.New Y ork. .Liverpool.Mar 12
Bremen.New Y'ork.. Bremen
.March 12

Ladies need it

CLARK'S RESTORATIVE,

on

occurs once

Mexico

Gum.

Polishes your Hair.

edged

without flinching, but have shown too much
disposition to blink the real issues.

and the latter

no

CLARK’S RESTORATIVE.

a

£3T“During a search at a house in Gloucesfor goods stolen during the recent
fire, a
ready made coffin was found (stolen from one
of the dealers) with the top knocked off and
rockers upon the bottom, making a serviceable cradle, iu which a babe was
comfortably
snoozing.
SyThe Bangor Whig Is informed by a
returned soldier that a man named
Pennell,
of Co. K, 20th Me. lieg., was
accidentally killed a few days ago by the
discharge of a musket which one of his comrades was
snapping,
supposing that it was not loaded. We find on
the Company roll ot Co. K, the name of Win.
B. Pennell, of Harpswell.
fiy Election of State officers takes place in
New Hampshire to-day. If the friends of the
Union should be defeated it will be owing in
large part to tho timid manner in which the

MrVSSi.

Et“».Liverpool r. .New Y ork_Keb 17
City ol Limerick. Liverpool.NewYork. Kebai
Cauada .Liverpool.Boston.keb 20
Bavaria.Southampton NewYork.... Keb 2d
City of New York. Liverpool_New York. Keb 24
Australasian.Liverpool.New York.. Feb 27
Arabia.Liverpool.Boston.Mar 6
Germania.Southampton.New York. Slur 8
China.Liverpool.New York. Mar 12
Africa.Liverpool_Boston .Marls
Persia.Liverpool.NewYork. Mar 26

Sediment.

CLARK'S RESTORATIVE,

ter

erpowered

no

GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, General.

citizen of New Uartord tells that the
first time he attended
church, he, a little four

FURNISHING

rf* rnriety, and suited to the

Photograph Album Manufacturers,

Contains

preventing

jy A

VorVeeH 'J1'1?
h* m‘d<‘ ”P to
d“oitcS SVTVff'
«/'*>. full matched
•uitsCoatT
l.lte*‘
or *£*
\ eats,
as may tie desired.

CLARK S RESTORATIVE,

introduction

means

Bnrning.

and

CLARK'S RESTORATIVE,

and domestic Cloths

and with
suits, t. oats, rants

IMPORTS.
Prevents Eruptions.

Is

Foreign

wear, all of which have Just
L"nP^u**“.d Summer
,he ar8e>t and best stocks in
New

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

CLARK'S RESTORATIVE.

CLARK’S

toannu or
flux,
Invite* the attention of Gentlemen
to bis rioh invoice of

SV~lf you are going to the West, South, or NorthWest, prooure Through Tickets at Lirrra'a Union
Ticket Olhce, No. 81 Exchange Street, where
yon
may have a choice of routes at the lowest rates of
fare, and obtain all needful information.
Nov. 8.1863.
TuThSAwtf

Cauada.Boston.Liverpool....

store

STREET'

mcbU Hlw

FOR

Tailor,

Having taken the elegant and commodious
MO. 104 HUDDLE

B.—The last signed (Mr, Jellcsoh) is amentber
of the Legislature now in session, and
ought to be
reliable testimony. Will you give It afair trial?

FROM

YORK,

Merchant

Nervous Headache.

Cures

made its appearance,
having arisen Phenix
like, from the ruins of the great conflagration
in Gloucester. It advocates the

engines as a
calamity.

Whiskers.

lor

the fact.

of steam Are

Dye.

CLARK'S RESTORATIVE,

ot the

tyThe New York democratic papers say
that Troy has increased its democratic
vote

another such a

a

Beautifies the Hair.

jy The Democrats have pitted Miss EmWebb, formerly an actress, against Miss

will not

Oil.

CLARK'S RESTORATIVE,

ma

Uuion majority.

no

CLARK'S RESTORATIVE,

valuable talent of sitting still.

same

perfectly harmless.
Coutaius

he is one of those rare men who have
the in-

we

good for Ladies.

Is

Is

AXJ«. P.

N.

STIAMIR

present.

By Carlyle praises Mr. R. W. Emerson because, in a never-resting locomotive
country,

result,

good for Children.

CLARK'S RESTORATIVE,

ADVERTI8EMENT8.

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING 7

John M illihkn,
Auxl II. Jxllxsoh.

Promotes Its Growth.

Is

NEW

A Card.
T" vhmn it mny Intent*.—The tale of tbc Colum
bian Renovator will bo commenced in thia
city immediately. Dealers will be called upon with.a
and
its
sample
proofs of
value, and have an opportunity to buy if they ehoose.
X.adies try it. Don’t
beairaid ot it. W ith this Renovator you can clean
or
your Thibet, Stella, Crape
Cashmere Shawls, and
remove paint, tvheei grea e or other
soiled spots
from valuable dresses. In proof of this, read the
extract
from the report of the Maine York
following
county Fair:
“Lauretta C. Morris had on exhibition a
quantity
of what is called the Columbian Renovator. This is
a preparation for oleauing stains caused
by grease,
paint, oil, pitch. Ac from elothiug. She has the
written and printed testimony of many in this vicinity of its utility, and your committee are ready to

Restores the Color.

ance

&y“Mr. Charles A. Weed, of Stamford, Ct.
purchased the estate of Secretary J. P. Benjamin, of the rebel confederacy, on the Mississippi river, near Baton Rogue, for $140,000.
Sry”rhe electors of New York are to vote
to-day on the question of so amending the

NOTICES.

testify that it will do what it is rtoommendvd to do.
It is really no hixsis. We recommend it a
gratuity of SI 00."
(Signed)
Ivobv Lobd,

-0O0-

CLARK'S

of the Sons of Temperhas been organized in Bath.
It is callLong Reach Division, No 9.

HAIRj

Restores Gray and Faded Hair and

1611 tons, built at
has been sold at
Singa-

$39,000.
fcy=A new division

restorative

THE

I£F”The ship Typhoon,

take this occasion to
say that in my humble
judgment if there was one single, palpable,

In the 8th U. S. colored one of the
battle-llags was lost, but not till after eight

FO.R

is 34 years of age.

sented to have been

And 1 could not but admire their patience
while waiting to hare their wounds
dressed,
and to be conveyed to the hospital from the

distilled

native of Bavaria and

Senator Hale, of New Hampshire said
in the Senate on the 19th of
February,”! will

tyon Saturday Jan. 23d, Mrs. Charlotte
died suddenly, iu Poland, under
such circumstances as led to a suspicions that
she had been poisoned. Her husband was arrested and examined bpfore a justice, but the
evidence failed to convict him, and he was
discharged. The contents of the stomach of
the desceased was examined and a
quantity
of corrosive sublimate found, which had caus-

have visited other cities.
A large amount of property is invested In
the Department, which if not properly cared

elect of Louisiana, is

the whole force would have been annihilated. The conduct of the troops is repre-

Jld Assistant

Rogers, 2d Assistant Engineer; John L.Shaw,
Engineer; Nahum LittleAeld, 4th
Assistant Engiueer. To the
vigilance of the
Chief Engineer and assistants, the
city is very
much indebted for its exemption from loss
by
Are, and for the security so much to be desired, from the destructive conflagrations that

&y“Gen. Scott is now busily engaged in
completing his autobiography.
Ety~Messrs. Weeks & Potters extensive
drugstore in Boston, was destroyed by fire on
Saturday morning.
£y”"Hon. Michael Hahn, the Governor

case

uniformly admirable. The
colored troops did nobly. Col. Hallowed, in
an address to his regiment, told them he could
not find fault with a single officer or man.

XOTICES.

CLARK’S

poetry; Miscellany.
evening, March Olh.

ten years ago, almost simultaneously with Pozzolini, a young tenor of pruinis.they both died, as it is stated, of colora; but

steamer.

following

On fourth page.—The Last Farewell and the
Women of Tennessee,

jyA correspondent in speaking of the
regiments at the enI hear
gagement at Olustee, Florida, Bays,
loud praises of the 64th Massachusetts, 8th
Uuited States, and 1st North Carolina (colored). They went up at the Double quick
when our advance was nearly destroyed, and
saved the left from being turned, in which
conduct of the colored

is a list of the officers of the
past year: Harris C. Barnes, Chief Engineer;
E/.ra Russell, 1st Assistant
Engineer; Spencer
The

Kf“OD flr»t page—The Veterans; an Old
Fashioned New England
Wedding; the Poor
Man’s War; Items.

year

30 bonds are

SPECIAL.
_

CyWednesday

MAINE LEGISLATURE.

we are aware

well diffused over a
insidiously
building to get the start of our efficient Fire
Department. When hand engines were the

city

ORIGINAL AND 8ELECTED.

j
1
c
*

Superior Family Flour.
of -uperior Hour suitabl.
I BARRKLS
u.e
lu aud

Alio
fkiuil)
Uronluf Apploa,

“SyriceBT
l.b'Jd, .oiNw

for
a few barr.lt of Baliilor sale at tbo lowwt

JOH.N PLRlNTON.

Mp.lMPoruW.

e

•
___

M ATTERS

ABOUT

TOWN.

City Affairs.
In Boaud of Mayou and AloEbmkn, )
Monday Evening, March 3d. f
Reports of the (las Ageut, of the Overseer
of the Alms House, of the Chief Engineer of
the Fire Department, of the Liquor Ageut,
and of the Committee on Cemeteries, were
received, accepted and ordered printed.
The petition of Dr. E. Ludwig, for leave to
remove a tree on High street, provided Mr.
Walker refuses to allow a stone post near by
to be taken up, was granted; also, leave to remove building No. 40 High street.
Adjourned to Friday evening at 7 o'clock.
The Bohemian—The fears of our citizens
that the steamer Bohemian would break up

during the present severe storm is being rapidly realized. At noon yesterday her masts
out, which broke up the deck and the
valuable cargo is being scattered in every direction. A gentleman from Saco came into
the city last evening and brought the intelligence that several articles had been found upon the shore in that town that
undoubtedly
came from the steamer.
Collector Washburn sent a large number of

jf-y Carriage painters and trimmers Ac.
wanted by Messrs. J. M. Kimball A Co. See
Advertisement.
jyRev. Mr. Eaton’s lecture advertised
evening, in consequence of the storm
was postponed till Thursday
evening.

for last

to the

neighborhood

of the wreck who re-

mained there during the day to guard the
property that came ashore. Capt. Webster
and crew of the U. S. cutter Dobbin, have
been constantly on duty to prevent the depredations of those who are ever ready to pilfer

anything they can lay their bauds upon, without regard to the severity of the law. The
Collector has also telegraphed to the Custom
House officers at Saco, Kenuebuuk, and York,
and has taken all the precaution that can be
taken, to protect an8 restore*to the owners
the property that comes ashore. The large
and valuable cargo will be scattered in every
direction, much of which will be picked up by
vessels on tills coast, and it is to be hoped
there is honor enough, or at any rate sufficient
fear of consequences, to prompt every man
who finds a package of the goods, to deliver
them to the proper persons or inform the Col-

lector of this port by letter or telegraph from
the first port they may put in.
It is reported that several bodies came
ashore on the Cape yesterday, but we could
not learn as any of them were
the city.

brought

up to

gentleman who lett tue neighborhood ol
the wreck late yesterday afternoon, informs
a

adequate conception can be given
presented. Boxes of goods
are coming ashore in large numbers and are
stove to pieces, and rich silks, ribbons, broadcloths, cottons, stockings, gloves, <fcc., scatus

that no

of the scene there

tered in every direction. Wreckers are there
from as far cast as Monhegan, and are taking

possession of what falls in their way. Several
cart loads of goods went ashore on Peak's
Island.

The agents of the Montreal steamers
are doing what they can to collect the
goods
.as fast as they come ashore, and
carry them to

places

of

safety.

Three bodies have been recovered, but they
are so far disfigured by
decomposition, as that
it will be

impossible

identify them. This
makes twenty-seven bodies in all, that have
beeu recovered,
to

*y*Mr. Aug. F. Y ork, whose card appears
in another column, has recently removed from
Fore street to the store corner of Plum and
Middle streets, which he has fitted up with
great taste, and stocked with one of the richest assortments of Cloths and Furnishing
Goods ever offered in this city. Mr. York’s
success has always made him popular
among
his patrons, and he will now be even better
prepared than ever before to give satisfaction
to all who may become his customers.

jy At a special meeting of the School
Committee, held a few evenings since, Mr.
C. C. Buck, of Gorham, was elected teacher of
Center Street, Intermediate School, in the
place of Mr. E. Wentworth, who has been
of Park

elected teacher

street Grammar
Mr. Buck has the reputa-

School for
tion of

boys.
being an excellent scholar

aud

a

good

teacher.
Firemen’s Assemblies
Hall.—Extra inducements

at

Mechanics

are

offered to the

patrons of these assemblies tolsttend this evening, this being the last one of the course.—
The managers, bound to keep up their reputation for

getting up a good time, have decigive nineteen dances on this occasion
without extra charge. For li^t of managers,
&c., see advertisement.
ded to

iy The petition to the Postmaster General which has been at the Merchants’ Ex■ctiaage, for signatures, asking for increased
accommodations at the Post Ollice in this

city,

was

sent off

yesterday.

It was some

twenty feet in length and contained the names
of a large proportion of the business men of
the

city.

jy The freight cars on the York & Cumberland R.R., ran off the track at Gorham,
yesterday morning, blocking up the road so
that the passenger car which was in the rear,
could not proceed on Us way. The engine
witli the baggage car crowded with passengers, came into the

city

an

hour behind time.

sar-A severe rain storm set in on Saturday
night, and continued with iuereasiug fury up
to last night. We shall expect to hear of disasters to vessels on our coast, although there
was sufficient warning for all coastwise vessels
to make

a

harbor.

gy“Tke Newcombs had a good house
night, at Dcering Hall, notwithstanding
storm, and excellent order

was

Sty-Mr.

the

Etliiopean

8y"The late Kev. T. Starr King had $f>000
insurance upon his life in the Connecticut
Mutual Life Insurance Co.
wS^Sec Mr. Siddon’s
ing columns.

McKeuncy, 122 Middle St.,
has left at our office, a beautiful, life-like
picture of Col. N. G. Taylor. The picture can
almost speak for itself in behalf of the merits

-TO Til-

EVENING

*

gyThe Board of Trade will hold an adjourned meeting, at the Merchants’ Exchange,
on Wednesday
evening of this week. Business of importance is to come before them.
jyA despatch
city last
evening by Gov. Washburn, says the 8th Me.
Veteran Regiment, Col. J. I). Rust, has Just
arrived in New York en route to Augusta.
received in this

sar-N.

Munson, Esq.,

has been chosen

President of the New Y’ork and Boston (Air
Line) Road, in place ol Hon. John M. Wood
of this

city, resigned.

Eafr“T!ie Portland, Dover and Boston R. R.
train did not arrive last evening until alter 11
•'clock, on account of a land slide on the
track.

Day a Later from I', u rope.
New York, March 7.
The steamship City of New York, from Livvia
Queenstown 25th, has arrived.
erpool 24th,
The ship destroyed by the Alabama was the
Emma Jane.
[The Emma Jane, of Bath,
Capt. Jordan, sailed from Bombay Jan. 5th
for Amherst.)
The London Morning Post’s city article
says the reports from Paris are still more positive that confidential negotiations are progressing between France and England for the
joint recognition <4 the Confederates, and if
England refuses, France will act alone. The
Post declines to vouch for the reports.
In the House of Commons Seymour Fitzgerald denounced the government for seizing
Layard’s rams, and asserted that the action
was in contravention of law.
In moving for
all correspondence on the subject, he said he
should deplore war with America, but would
rather go to war than that the laws of Knglaud should l>e infringed in consequence of
threats from foreign ambassadors.
The Attorney General defended the government, explained their legal action, and claimed for the government tlTfe merit of acting
from a sense of justice, and no other motive.
Several speakers denounced the course of the
government, and charged it with pusilaniinity. Others replied. Finally the motion was
rejected by a vote of 178 to 153. The majority of 25 for the government was received with
loud cheers from the ministerial side.
The immense meeting at Dublin to protest
against the erection of the Albert memorial in
the College Green, was broken up by riotous
proceedings of the Fenian Brotherhood. A
desperate fight took place, but nothing serious.
It is asserted that some ofthe contestants wore
American uuiforms.
The additional particulars of the Prussian

repulse

paper.

(ty-Tlie tide
it has been for a

Monday was higher than
long time. Long wharf was

on

and lumber of various kiuds was

alloat.
EjF The ship Northampton, Philadelphia,
arrived yesterday for the purpose of taking
on board a portion of the 2d Maine Cavalry.

EyTancy goods
auction, by Henry Bailey <fc Co. to morrow, at 10 oclock. See Adverat

tisement.

at

Duppel

are

conflicting.

The

ac-

looks disastrous for the Prussians, hut
the Prussian official account is the reverse, it
only admitting of three killed and twenty
count

wounded.
It is asserted that the entente cortlialc be-

England
longer doubtful. The Emperor agrees.
The following is a synopsis of<the news per
Sidon on the 22d.
Several members strongly expressed a want
of confidence in the Ministers, and Mr. Osborne moved that, in view of the unsatisfactory state of affairs, the consideration of the
Navy estimates be postponed for three weeks.
After a general debate the motion was lost.
The papers say that the fate of the ministers
for a few minutes trembled in the balance,but
there was an unwillingness to condemn without a fair bearing.
Official returns show that the British exports in 1803 were over 122,000,000 above
1862.
A Hamburg telegram announces that the
Prussians have evacuated Jutland, but a Berlin paper says they retained possession of
Kodliug, with orders not to advance beyond
that point. The Germans are busily engaged
tu demolishing Datinerwerk at Schleswig.
On the 22d the I’russiaus attacked the whole
Danish liues at Duppel.
The Danes were
driven, but finally reoccupied their former position.
A suspicious British steamer, with arms, was
seized at Malaga. Destination unknown.
France and

tween

Latest via.

is no

Queenstown.

The Confederate loan had declined to D2 a
54.
The steamship Jura, from Portland, arrived
out on the 24th.
Affairs in Schleswig are unchanged. It is
affirmed that Austria and Prussia agree to a
conference in London, but will not discontinue hostilities.
The Danish Minister of Foreign Affairs, in
a speech, distinctly asserted that not until the
former state of things is reinstated in Schleswig will the Danish Government reuew its
efforts for terminating, by means of negotiations, the conflict with Germany.
The Times thinks it probable that the spring
will see a revolution in Germany.
Three pirates of the Americau schooner
Joseph Genty, captured by passengers in the
Gulf of Mexico, have been arrested in Liver-

pool.

Minister Dayton had
Paris on Washington’s

given a grand
birthday.

ball in

From Sew Orleaua.

NkwY'ork, March 7.
The World's New Orleans letter says it was
that
reported
20,000 rebel troops are inarchiug through Western Louisiana.
Gen. Banks has sent a large cavalry and infantry lorce into the Teche country. Rumor
said the 2d Louisaua cavalry had been captured by the rebels.
The same correspondent says the attack on
Mobile was to be a mere demonstration against
Fart Gaines to prevent the rebels going to
help Polk. Rumor says one or two vessels
were crippled, and the fleet put lm :k out of
danger. The gunboat Calhoun is said to have
been sunk.
Our troops are rapidly returning from Pass
Cavallo,Texas, and those already arrived have
gone to the Teche, where some 12,1000 of our
men are concentrated.
Safety of Col. Duhlyren.

New York, Mrrcli 7.

The Tribune's correspondent announces the
sate arrival at Fortress Monroe of Col. Dalilgren and one hundred of his men.
The Richmond Whig of the 2d inst. fully
confirms the Union accounts of lien. Kilpatrick’s raid.

Portland Daily Press.
XXXVIII OONGBESS—First Session.
YVasuinuton, March

greatly exercised
lest abolitionism should so corrupt the church,
that pro-slavery Democrats will not llnd a
where the

good

is

old negro

stealing, dem-

cratic gospel, will be dispensed, it is now so
generally dispensed with. The Democrat says
*‘A call has already been issued in Illinois tor
a

Slate

izing

a

convention,

for the purpose of organnew division of the Methodist Church,

reorganization of the movers into a
Methodist, or some other Christian Church
“in which Democrats can bo permitted to hear
the gospel preached, unmixed with abolition
fanaticism, and without being denounced as
disloyal, for adhearing to the old Constitution
and the old l uiou, as made
by the revolutiona

ary fathers.”

itf At

copperhead meeting iu Ossipcc,
N. H., a few days since,says the Register of that
town, “one of the speakers, in the course of
his remarks, offered, most
generously, while
speaking of the paper currency of the United
States, to give a dollar in greenbacks fora
silver dollar, and encouraged by the fact of no
one’s stirring, he offered a dollar in paper for
the sight ot a silver dollar.
Thereat one of
*

a

silver dollar

was

Rut by that time

produced.

the offer was transformed into the

tongue, aud the greenback

was

slip of the
uot forthcom-

ing.
Bar Those who plead the cause of slavery
iu this country, after all the suffering it has
brought uopn us, remind us of aif absurd virdict rendered by a French juror in a murder
An innkeeper and his
case, some years ago.
wife were tried for having murdered a traveler while lodging iu their
house, and further,
for having made
part of the body into sausages, with which they duly
regaled succeeding
customers. These
singularly revolting accusations were clearly proved, and the
jury returned a verdict of “guilty, but without
premeditation,and under extenuutinii circum-

atancee.”—[N. Y. Kvg. Post.

7.

Resolved,
consists ot

Arrival

Illness

The following

are

Reported

Return

of (Itn. Sherman.
Memphis, March 5.
Reports are current that Sherman has returned to Vicksburg aud arc generally believed iu official circles, but nothing definite has
yet been received. There ha9 been no arrivals from that place. McPherson’s corps is
reported between Jackson and Black River,
aud Hurlbut near Brandon. Definite news is

hourly expected.

w

Tickets
door.

Enamelled Bags,
Ladies' Travelling Bags,
Ladies’ Morocco Bags,
Ladies’ Reticules,
School Sa chels,
Shawl Straps,
*
Trunk Straps,
Trunk Trimmings,

Sole

VALISES.

Lrather Valises,

Neat's Leather

Sheep

Queenstown.

F.namelled Cloth,

ALSO,
Valises

tr CALL AND EXA MINE OCR STOCK.
J. It.

DUllAN.

EATON,

of

Boston,

Thursday Evening,

Dots open at 7, to commence at 7) o'clock,
lysing e tickets, 15 cents; Tickets for the .course,
50 cents—to be had at the stores of Bailey k Not es,
H. Packard, II. L Davis. 8. II. Colesworthy. Lowell
k Senw-r, aud at the door.
me ha dCt

Ocean

I

HO EVERY

Nkw York. March 7.
Cotton— dull aud lc lower; sales 600 bales at 78
for middling uplands.
Flour—receipts G 023 bbls; sales 8,600 bbls; State
and Western 6c better; Super State G 46^6 GO; Extra do 6Tr»@o 85; choice 6 90@7 10; Round lioop
Ohio 7 2u.sj7 25; choice do 7 30@8 60; Suporfino Western G 45ttG 50; Extra do6 7&@710; Southern without
chauge; sales 800 bbls; Mixed to good 7@7 75: Fancy and extra 7 80@10 50; Canada a shade firmer;
sale* GOO bbls; common Extra 6 85@7 00; Extra good
to choice 7 06@8 00.
Wheat—active and lc higher ; sales 11,000 bush ;
Chicago spring 1 GOvu.1 G2; Milwaukiu Club I 61@1 62;
Winter Red Western 168.0,171; Amber Milwaukee
162@1 634; Amber Michigan 1 72^ 1 75; White do
189; Red Jersey 1 65.
Corn—firmer; sale* 68,000 bushels; Mixed Western
shipping in store i:J4a>135j; Yellow Jersey 1 2&3
1 29; do Southern 1 24} ft 1 2*».
Oats—firmer ; sales Canada 89}@90J; State 90391;
Western 90o92c.
Beef—quiet; sales 300 bbls; Country mess 6 00@
7 GO.
Pork—scarcely so firm; sales 900 bbls; mess 22 00
@22 25: old do 21 25@21 76; new do 23 374; prime
16 76@18 76 for old and new, prime mess21 00@21 60;
also 5^0 do new mess, sellers’ option, for Juue,
21 60.
l ard—quiet and steady; sales 1000 bbls at
13j@

-WHO ABE-

Burning to Avenge their Country’* Wrong.
Now is your time to strike
All

Rutter—atoady;
Whiskey—unsettled;

sates

at

8&&9J

for

Per

Co.'s Assemblies

FOUR
On

AT

ASSEMBLIES !

Tuesday Evenings,

MECHANICS'

Feb.

16th.

i.ouis

T II E

would

kindly

inform the

public,

as

well

as

his

nu-

OYSTERS.

■erred in all styles. A handsome ljuli.-s’ Saloon,
for the purpose, is titled up up-staiis?where attentive ladies will be in attendance. The public is kindly requested to give him a call, as we are sure he will
satisf all. Therefore COME ONE, LOME ALL
mch3 dlw

Kentckv

BKOU.\ A CItOCKEK,
PLAIN AND OBNAUBNTAL

STUCCO AND MASTIC WORKERS,
Oak Sireet, between Congress and Free Sta.,
rOBTLAND.

York, March 7.

coupons..lloi

02J
Mail.23nJ

1

receiving

am

SPRING

Erie.119

Hudson.168}

Harlem.148
114
Reading..
Michigan Central.14rl
Miohigau Southern.104}

day

every

new*

styles

CAPS.

HATBAND

feb27 d4wis

IS! Middle Street,

COMMERCIAL
CORNER

STREET,

PORTLAND

PIBE,

hohti.anu.

United States Navy!
Wanted

Produce

One Hundred

Seamen,

Ordinary Sriuuen and L and snip n.

generally,
NO. ii DOLE'S BUILDING,
Corner Clark and South Water Streets, Chicago, 111.
EA8IERN ORDERS SOLICITED.

Apply

[P- °. P°X
PJUUU8SIOS

BY

DUNN

&

(BUOOKcPORH

lishment, corner ot North and Montreal streets.
Munjov Hill. lUquet* may always be found at
Lowell A Seiiter's, Exchange street. AH orders
left there will be promptly attended to.
ALBERT DiRWANUEK, Florist.
jau6 eod:?tn

Copartnership.

I'ALMIU.)

O.

rilHE undersigned ba\e this day formed a CoI
partnership under the style of Colley, Buru-

WHOLESALE MILLINERY,

harn A l o and will continue tho Furniture Busk*
at the old stand, 308 Congress St.
J. C COLLEY,
T. W BURNHAM.
W. U. COLLEY.
Portland, March 1st, 1804.
inch'd d3w

ues*

141 JIIUDI.E STREET.
John

d. x. c. DUNN.

k.

palmer.

mch7aod4w +

1,1804.

Look!

Lo^k!

Dre^er is in Town

Again

Colley, Burnham & Co.,
Cabiuet Milkers ami I pliolsterers,

!

At his old stand. My Exchange Street. A large lot of
Jkwklkv, Fancy Goods and Toys, which will be
almost given away lor Thirty Days.
CJTNow is the time to buy.

308, Congress Street,

prepared

VREholstery
kinds of

meh7 i2u*

The annual

luectiu^

of the

inob4 dtf

Cape B'i .abeth Steam Ferry Co., for the choice of
ollioers, and other business will beheld at the counting room ot Joseph W. Dyer, iu Portiaud, on Monday, March 14, lso4, at 10o’clock in the forenoon.
C. A.

HAY AlffD OATS,

Poitlaml, March 5 1804.
mch7 dtd*

Office,
To L(*l.
story of store No. 1ft** Middle

OFFICE
street,
Euuuire of

over store

occupied

18’t>2 eod

No. 90 Commercial St., 2d story.
.1. B FISHER. Agent,

Forage Department,

«

L\ 8. A.
feb9dislm *

Portland. Feb. 8, 1864.

bv SemueJ Rolfe.

For Suit*.

good second

fcg’-'Cousumption and Catarrh, and all diseases 0
Throat and Luugs, successfully treated by Inh a
au

on

SAMUEL HANSON,

tho

LATidx,

buy

account of the Unitid States (iovM
eminent, 11AY aud OATS, at market rates, for
prompt payment in currency on delivery here.
I will

STACK POLE, Clerk.

iu secoud

to do all kinds of Cabinet and Upnotice. All

work, at the shortest

I'lirnlliirc, Lounges A Itliitiresses
—constantly on hand—
N. B. Tho public are invited to call and cxainiue.

(JAPE ELI/ABETII STEAM FERRY CO.

feblft eodtf

of Exchange St.

AND CROSSES, tasteI7IUKKKAL
fully arranged and made to order at my estab-

PALMER,
TO M.

By C. Morph, M. D.,
Corner Smith and Congress Sts.

Kf^Il yon arein want of any kind ol PRINTING
•all at the Dally Press Office.
tt

ordinance Amending
Carriages.

An

ed for leather
ONE
inch 7 d3two

handed

or

Sewiug machine adapt-

doth work,
J. 31 KIMBALL A CO.

Timothy Need.
fcl/'W'k" Lewiston bag” Timothy aeed lor sale by
THOMAS SHAW, 113 Commercial 8t
uiohi dlw

package of paper* belonging to

»

_t,th Marne

Keg t. wa- lo*t in this city
Detween the United state* Motel aud
Railroad
M barf, foot or State 8t. 1 he tinder
will confer a
favor by laa/ing Hie uni at thi* office.
Portland. March 7th.
mclildlw
Friday

4tli, a Hudion Bay Sable Victor ne.
Whoever will return the *ame to No. 48
Park street shall be suitably rewarded,

ON

March

inch? d3t*

Wauled to Purchase.
Dwelling House, anitable for a *mall family,

A

lo-

cated between Brown and B ackett street*.
Addre**. stating terms,
BUILDER
mcb7 dtf
Portland P O.

Tenement Wanted.
to hi|p four
WANTED
small family, with
Reut in

or five room*, suitable for
good water privilege*.
advance If required
Address Tenant Box
316, Portland Post Office, stating price and locality
9
mch6 dtf

in

Wanted.
Jobbing House,

^ALESMAN
O
one wbo can bring
a

compensation

\\rANTKD—A
▼ f
( Catholics'

a

will be

few

in

Boston,

to

good Cash Trade. A libgiven. Address Box 3111,
mchoeodttw*

respectable business Men,

preferred.

To suitable persons
Ad-

steady trade and good wages can be ensured.
dress K. B., Pott Office, Boston, Mans,
melt’> 3t

an

or two gentlemen of intellect
and wit to canvass a new edition of the Illustrated American Shakspeare.
JOHNSON. FRY 4 CO..

WANTED-One
mch&3t

Ordinance concerning

Sacmon 1. The seventeenth section of the Hevised Ordinance- concerning carriages, is am«-nded
that said section, as amended, shall read as follows ;
Sec. IT. The prices or rates of fare to be taken by.
or paid to the owner, driver, or the person,
having

follows,
say. for carrying a
from one place to another, within the
< ity
bftween the hours of.four o’clock A. M and
eleven o'clock Y. M. not exceeding
thirty live cents;
and from eleven o’clock 1* M
to four o'clock A M
not exceeding forty-live cents; for cbildreu be-

tween the ages of four and tweve years, if more
than one, or if accompanied by au adult, half price
is only to be charged for each cliild, and for children
under four years of age, when accompanied by their
or au adult no
charge snail be mad*-.
)very owner, driver or other BSWaa hav ing charge
of any hackney carriage, shall carry with each passenger one trunk, and in addition thereto two articles, such as a valise, carpet bag. box, portmanteau,
bundle, or other similar article-used in travelling,
if he be requested to do so, without charge or compensation therefor ; but tor every additional trunk,
or such other article* as are above named more than
two, he shall be entitled to demand and receive tiv<•
cents; -If any driver or other person -hall demand
or receive
any greater -um for their services, is
specified in this section, he, or they shall forfeit and
for
so
pay
doiug a penalty of twenty-five dollars for
each offense.
Sec. ‘2. This ordinance shall take effect and be
in force from and after its approval by the Mayor
|
1st Board of Mayor and Aldermen, I
March 3, 1804.
J
This bill having been twice read, passed to be ordained.
JACOB McLF.LLAN, Mayor.
In Common Council, March 3. 1804.
This bill having been twice read, passed to be ordained.
THUS. R. TWITCH
President.
JACOB McLFLLAN,Mayor.
Approved.
inch6 dtw

WANTED!

DR. W.N. DI

Medical

TIIYO,

Electrician,

No. 11 Clapp's Block,
CORNER OFCONORESS AND ELM STREETS
announce to the citizens ol
and
that he has permanentthe eleven months
located in this
that
been in town we
cured some of
of disease iu
the worst
who have tried
and curiug paother forms of treatment in
tieuts in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not -tav cu'ed, we will
doctor the second time for
Dr. D has been a practical Electrician for twentyone years, and is also a regular graduated phvsiciau
adapted to chronic diseases
Electricity is
iu tho form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia
in the head, neck.or extremities; consumption,when
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
Involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrotula. hip
diseases, white swelliugs, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dauce, deafness, stammering or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indigespiles—we cuxe
constipation and liver
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of ths ehest, and all forms of female

palsy
tion,

complaint,

complaints.

jay mieoirioiiy
The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the lazy
leap with joy, and move with the agility aud elastic
ity of youth; the heated brain is cooled; the frost*

bitten limbs restored, the uncouth dofbrmities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deaf to hear and
the
the palsied form to move
ol
youth are obliterated; the accutmts of mature life
prevented; the calamities of old age obviated, and
an aotive circulation maintained.

upright;

blemis^s

LADIES
Who haveoold hands and feet; weakma oit chs
lame and weak backs; nervous aud sick headache;
dizziness and swimming in the head, with indigestion and constipation of the bowels; pain in the side
and back; Icucorrhaea, (or whites); falling of the
womb with internal cancers; tumors, polypus, aud
all that long train os diseases will tiud in Ei* this
ity a sure means of cure. For painful menstruation,
too profhse menstruation, aud all of those* long line
of troubles mtth young tedftes, KUctricity la a certain
speeiiic, and will, iu a short time, restore the sufferer
to the vigor of health.
fSt" We have an Electro- Chemical Apparatus tor
extracting Mineral Poison from the system, such as
Mercury. Antimony, Arsenic, ko. Hundreds who
are troubled with stiff loints, weak backs, aud various other difficulties, the direct cause of which, ia
nine cases out of ten, is the effect of poisonous drugs,
can be roetored to natural strength and vigor by the
ase of from live to eight Baths.
Oflics hours from 9 o’clock ▲. M. to 1 P. M.; 14
6; and 7 to 8 p. m.
Consultation Free.
|yl41sedt

JOHNS’

coaTlT^

TON’S Stove site, at 198 Commercial St.,
♦JV/ (Richardson's Wharf,) Portland
The

un

lersigued

last past.
Where there

vears

cooking

ts

has sold the Johns’ Coal for nine
It has given general satisfaction
a fair draft, no coal excels
for

use.

Other varieties, to wit:
LEHIGH, Sugar Loaf, and liazletou.
9CHUY LKILL, (W. Ash,) Locust Mountain.
RED ASH. the genuine f RANKLIN' JOAL.
Also, the Diamond.
CUMBERLAND COAL, a prime article for
Smiths’

use.

Ur“All coal from this wharf, will be rent in good
order, carefully picked and screened.
JAM EH H. BAKER.
me hd iseodtf
Notice.
THE GENTLEMAN who sold a 9100 7 3-l0th
at
a Broker’s Office, in this city a
Note
Treasury
few days since will call at said office, he will bear

IF

something

to his

advantage.

tv bis 3w.

women!

1,000

To make Army Drawer*. Alto good Past Batter*
and Finisher* wauled in the ahop to make ARMY
PASTS.
None but good workmen wanted. Apply at the
room* in FURR STRKRT BLOCK, over the *tore
one do<*r north of Tolford'*.
No work given oat or
taken in Monday forenoon* or Saturday afternoon*.
fcfrg»dtf
S. W. HUNTINGTON.

not or,r COO tuna Register, to lead
liaauo < binchaa to United Kingdom at advanced rate*jret o/ trar ritk.
THAYKK k PEABODY,
f. t29dtn»chM
134 state St
Boston.

\rKS8ELS

IV A A T E D

,

Women to sella New Article, aueurfor ooonouiy and convenience; used
family. Ageuta mating *3 to tf, per

and

MENpas-ed

in every

day. Sauiplea

dress
feb20 3»

st free by mail for 26 Cents. AdL. DRESsER,
Box 182 Portland, Me.

a.

•

Matrimonial.
Subscriber would be pleased to enter iato
correspondence with aome respectable and la,
telligent young Lady of Maine with a view to narriase. Am mix feet in height, of light complexion,
and of good habits, plesae address
W. V ROBERT*. Headquarters O M.
Dpt. 3d Brigade, 1st, Dir, 3d Corps, Waahingtoa. D.
U.
febSTth d2w.*

TilE

FOR SALE & TO LET.
01,800!

4 small dwelling house. with land sufficient for a
1\. good garden, located in the upper part of tho
city, will be sold for the above amount.
PRENTISS LORING.
Apply to
Portland. March 7.
dtf
Daily Press uttice.

Beautiful

THE AFFLICTED I

TO

98 Brouifield street, Boston.

H anted.
TJOAHD in a family that baa soother board era,
* * for a gentleman and non. Addreaa
“CM tf
"P,” at the Preaa uMce.

and

Be it ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen, and Common Counri! of the (ity of Portland, in City Council assembled, as follows:—

P. HEATH, Commanding.

and Cut Flowers,
BoquetsWREATHS

TO

Co., Rutter, Kndicott A Co., Bankers,
Johu C. Gault,and If. W. Hinsdale A
Co.,Chicago.;
K. P. Gerrish, Cashier Casco Bank, E. Churchill A
Co., Thomas Shaw, and Lyman A Marrott, Portland,
inch" eod6w

Look!

J.

I

A

Mutch

to Natal Rendezvous foot

feblOdOw

Immediately.

Lust.

LA?T
Co. B

Sea

Shore

Residence

for Sale.
A story and half Route, with four

and a half acres ot land fronting on
the waters of Casco Bay. about a
mile beyond the Marine Hospital.
_It is exactly opposite Diamond Cove,
and beiug situated on a bend of the shore reaching
Into the sea. commands a tine view in every direction, embracing the wide Bay towards Harps well,
the wooded islands directly in front, the Forts aud
Lighthouses, the open ocean through tile channel, a
portiou of Portland Harbor, the hill of Munjoy and
toe Marine Hospital.
It is a very durable pliee, not only for a person
of taste, but also for any one following the sea for
a living
There G upon it a cove suitable to lay a
boat safely, and a w art noar by.
It must and will be told
very cheaply, as I am
about to change my place oi residence

JOSHUA BUCKNAM,

On board Steamer Forest City.
desire also to sell two buildiug lots near Randall's
For particulars and terms
Corner, in Westbrook
of sale
apply to U. G. York A Son, or to O. F Dana,
Portland.
mch3 d2m
*

perfectly

EDWARDS,

the purchase and sale of

AKFKK

Thousand

nothing*

Ibion F. Harris, |
euJ

MERCHANTS,

Cragin

Eight Hundred
Sixty-four.

Year One

rospectfully
Portland
viciuity,
BKOTHEKsT lyWOULD
city. During
have
sehave
WHOLESALE GROCERS,
forms
persons
vain,
IIAK1US

Commission and Forwarding

W. N. THOMPSON.
H. J. HOWARDS,

CITY or PORTLAND.
In the

S IT .A. "W,

Galena A Chicago,.121}
Toledo & Wabash.. 1,7
Illinois Central scrip.PW
Cleveland & Pittsburg.122}
Alton k Terre Haute. 74}
Cleveland k Toledo.148}
Chicago A Rock Island.126
Burlington A l}uincy,.146
Milwaukie A Prairie DuChion.
67}
Chicago A Noith Western. 68}

Flour, GraiH, Provisions and

TTA84w

ALL,

Second Board.—Stocks
American Gold.. ...162a 1621
United States 6’s 1881 registered. 109*
United States 6-20
United States one year certificates new. 9M
Canton Company.
Cumberland Coal Company preferred. K4*
Pacific
New York Central,.18*4l

for

Clothing

?arents,

Market.

THOMPSON &

8 o’clock.
febll

at

passengtr

friends, that he i* prepared to open his establishment at noon to day. March 3d. The prinaipal features of the ei-tabiisiueut will be

war her.

Ntw
firmer.

commence

chargeof any hackney carriage,except Omnibuses,
shall be as
that is to

Exchange Street,

merous

8t. Loci*, March 7.
Cotton drooping; receipts 162 bales. The Government auction Hales to-day embraced 220 bales low
ordinary to middling at 4&a;43c. Oats advanced 2c.
Wheat
Other articles unchanged.
Stock

•

the

Nos. 14 & 16

ship bag*.

in

mch6 eod3w

WELANDER,
Having leased
premises

12330c.
Freights to Liverpool-quiet; flour Is 7}<l@ls 9d;

at.

Order.

G. L.

60&62

grain Gd for wheat
Wool—quiet.

TICKETS—To the Course. $2,50; Single Tickets,
76ceuts; Gallery Tickets. 25 cents. To be obtaiued
of the Managers aud at the door.
tyMusicby Chandler’s Quadrille Band.

Street.

PUBLIC !

State'aud

;

74 Middle

k

Wanted

rilWO good Carriage Painter*; Two good Carnage
M.
Trimmer*; Two Blacksmith helper* a»d tiuislit>r*.
AI*o. two or three boy*, to learn Bltckamltbing and Painting. Steady employment and good
wage* guaranteed to an. Apply at 30* and 804
Cougre** 8t., Portland Me.
J.M KIMBALL k CO.
mch, d3two

Boston, Mass.

HALL,

Mamaobvs.—Chat. II. Rich, C. II. Phillips, Edw.
K. D. Page, B. A. iiail, C. O. Uludle, 8.
ilanuaford.

to
checked tree.

to call at

WANTS, LOST,FOUND

Hodgkins,

8.

Dancing

TODD’S,
Exchange Streets.

T O

Stores—quiet and firm.
Oils—firm; Petroleum a shade easier; sale* 1100
bbls; crude at 29@80}c; refined iu bond 49; do tree
moderate demand

requested

Furniture at Auction.
.Saturday, March lath, at 10 o’clock A. M at
office, Household Furniture, including t arpets.
Sola. Rockers, Parlor Chairs, Tablis,
Bedstead*,
Beds. Mattresses and Bedding,
Looking (.lasses,
Bureaus. Chamber Betts, Stuv. s, Curtain*. Crock err,
(.lass, Wooden. Stoue aud Tin Whre, and Cutlery,
a fine old fashioned Side
Boards, 4c., 4c
At 11 o’clock, 10 barrels
Flour.
mch6 td*
HENRY BAILEY 4 CO., Auct'r*.

eral

so

Naval

a

Nation's foe.

Who has been authorized to Enlist for all the
Regiraeuts and Battery s new* and old in the field,
all wishing to enter the service will find it to their
advautage to call on him before eulisting.

Leather—steady.

Tobacco—firm with

so are

AC.
Entram<

Western.
Rice—quiet and steady.
Sugar—firm :|*ales 1071 hhd* New Orleans 134@15;
Muscovado L*}@(4c.
Coffee—steady; sale? 6180 bags Rio at 8U@37c.
Molasses—quiet; sales by auction 3uO bbls New Orleans at 64j@74j.

at

to do

oar

Corner of Middle &

OhioIT'S 31c; State 32@37c.

90c for

wishing

J*.

14c.

sales

ONE

»tory wooden home on
street, near
on lot recently
purchMetl by7 the u'’
city
rernov edTerm, at *ale
HENRI BAILEY k CO.,
mch, dlw*
Auctioneers.

WILL GIVE A COUKMK OF

feblodlm
Nete York Market.

wEi’^,.^Vdoc"ciio,,krj«j;n*r"ei
Congre*,
t’h.

a

of the late

Commencing TUESDAY EVENING.

J. L. BRACKKTT.

!

jiSSEMBLIES

Engine

Auction’

Observatory,

Irish

Managers

CO.. Auel’ia.

La.t.

March 10th at th<* Unit or-alist Church, corner cf
Congress aud Pearl streets.
Subject of the Firet Lecture—Ireland and the

The

fc

ODe

FIRST LCCTIIRE,

FIREMEN’S

And all styles of Ladies’ and Gents’ Skat** and
and 8traps, many other style goods to numerous to
mention, all ol which we can sell at prices to suit customers.
Being manufacturers of mest of these goods, we
shall take especial pains to give our custom* rs reliable goods, and as low as can be bought elsewhere.
All orders by mail promptly attended to

—

Instructive,

INIVERSALIST CHURCH.

Valises,
Enamelled Valises,
Canvass Valises,

Composition Valises,

OCEAN!

Will be delivered at the

OF

leather Haversacks.
Leather Railroad Hags,
Leather Pocket Bags,
Carpet Bags,

Packing Trunks,
Hand Trunks,
Money Trunks,
Medicine Trunks,

house, to be had
mch7 td

aud

at

Hou*e to be

European Lectures,

Rev. E. A.

TRUNKS.
French Trunks,

Sole Leather Trunks,
Ladies’ Trunks.
Jenny Lind Truuka,
Sheet Iron Trunks,
Zinc Truukg,
Imitation Trunks,
Polio Trunks,
Kansas Trunks,

DancPromen-

-BY-

Street,

MANUFACTURERS

Four

THE

Anecdotal, Amusing

BRACKETT,

165 Middle

Brass Band.
25 cents to all parts of the

OYER

House

hair

®»*«i.l. evlctting
-ewing maebiua,

HEArBAlLKT

mcll7tJ‘

15 dances.

by the

at the

febl8 dtw.

DI RAY A

LONDON MONEY MARKET, Feb. 25
Consols
closed at 91 *@91} for money.
AMERICAN SECURITIES.—Illinois Central railroad 20} a. 19} die; Erie Railroad G2a4o.

among the wounded in

Gen. Kilpatrick's command
during his recent
raid: John II Bennett, 15th Vt; A. E. Davis
1st Me; J E Liferell, do; B Sheldon, 1st Vt.

ade music

155 Middle St.

LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, Feb. 25-The
sales on Wednesday and Ihursday were 12.000 bales,
of which 4000 were to speculators and exporters.
Market closed quiet and unchanged.
Breadstuff*—quiet and steady.
Provisions—dull and declining.
Produce—steady and unchanged.

From

escape. He is sou of Admiral Dahlgren.
All is quiet iu trout of our lines between
Portsmouth aud Suffolk.

HALL,

—

,k'rt
mncLino.

* "°

»?iu»l«,

BAND,

ing music by Chandler's Quadrille Baud.

Feb.l8 18C4.

common.

Mobile.

Fortress Monroe, March 0.
Xews has reached here that Col Dahlgreu,
who was reported
captured in the recent raid
ol Gen. Kilpatrick, is safe,
having made his

LANCASTER

PERRYS,

changed. Rice dull. Liuseed Oil 36e Resiu inactive. Spirits Turpentine—small sales. Petroleum
refined Is 9dj$l* lOd. Linseed cake £9@I9 5d for

Nk-v York, March 7.

Prom Port re* a Monroe.

BRASS

occasion there will be

LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET —The Broker's Circular report Ashes firm; Pots 3*Ma,30«0d;
Pearls 31s 6d. Sugar quiet and 6d lower. Coffee un-

Fight in Florida.

nooga, indicate that the rebels are pressing
our lines.
Our advance has been withdrawn
from Tunnell Hill to Ringgold.
The rebel furnaces at A tlanta have
stopped
running for want of coal.
Advices from Knoxville state that the rebel
Gen. Longstreet is supposed to be at Greenfield, and his forces hold Bull's Gap. It is
thought that only a small portion of his army
has gone to Georgia.
Our advance is near Morristown.

BEKKY

Will bo given at

-AT-

ed. Bacon easier. Butter steady. Lard dull and
3d §6d lower. Tallow in limited request at 39@41s,

Latest via

Under the direction of

CAMP

-on

—

Adjourned.

Chatanoot/a anti h'nojrrtlle.
Cincinnati, March 7.
Despatches to the Gazette, from Chatta-

Promenade Concert

CAPS!

,«*«. mUp, boa lot*.

ON

Friday Evening, March II, 1864,
On which

Commercial.
Per steamship New York at New York.
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, Feb. 24th
The sales tor two days were 9,000 bal s, including
2.000 to speculators and exporters
1 he market
closing dull but steady, and prices in some cases in
favor of buyers.
LIVERPOOL BREADS TUFFS MARKET .-Richardson, Spence k Co., and others, report Flour Gd
lower; extra State 20s Odo 21s
Wheat inactive but
unchanged; Red Western 8s8d@9s; southern 9s 2d
<jx9s 4d. Corn dullr; mixed 29s.
LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET.—Beef
in moderate demand at steady rates. Pork unchang-

Mr. Cox, of Ohio, ottered a resolution, callupou the President, if compatable with
the public interest, to iuform the House what
steps he has taken, or is about to take, for the
exchanged prisoners, and that he communicate all the unpublished correspondence in relation to the said exchange.
Mr. Dawes, of Mass, objected.
Mr. Ally, of Mass., from the Committee of
the Post Office and Post Roads, reported a bill
requiring all sailing and steam vessels between
the United States and Foreign countries to
carry the mails for such reasonable compensation as may be deemed proper, and authorizing the Post Master General to contract for
four years for the carrying of mail matter
other than letters, to the Pacific coast by sea,
Ac. Passed.
The House proceeded to the considertion of
the Senate’s amendments to the Deficiency
bill.

St. Louis, March 7.
Capt. Hopkins, well known here betore the
war as a river Captain, arrived here on Saturday from Mobile 18th ult. He says there are
but 8000 troops in Mobile, and though the fortifications in the rear of the city were good,
they could be carried by a large force. Sherman's movements frightened the
people terribly, but a desperate resistence would have
been made had he attacked the city.
Every
male there between the ages of 18 and
55,
was a well drilled soldier.
There is no distress In the South, but the
people are willing to
accept peace on almost any terms.

STILES,

<£&

6, lecture to commence at 7 i o’clock

Ci K A N B

*Ju«t received from^

Ship yews.
NEW YORK—Ar 7th, bark Paladin, Rio Janeiro;
sch J W Condor, Ureuada.
Spoken—Dec 27, lat 6 44 N, Ion G24, ship Fred
Warieu, lrom Boston for Australia.

ing

city.

HATS

course 50 cent*; single tickets 25
tbe Book,,torea and Pnine‘a Music

^ at

lJoora open at

—0O0—

Union candidates iu eveiy ward.

majority.

Mediterranean and the English chauuel to
cruise in search of Danish ships.
The Secretaries of the Danish Legations at
Berlin and Vienna have been recalled. The
Secretary of the Austrian Legation at Copenhagen has already left.
The authorities at Hamburg have seized
the money in the Danish Post Office in that

NPRIYL

Lewiston, Me., March 7.
city election to-day J. B. Ham
(Union) was re-elected Mayor, and the other

HOUSE.

cation:—“Vessels have been ordered to the

of Senator Fessenden.

Tickets for the

Store~r°r
mohi td

At the

Several weeks ago a resolution was passed
ordering 1500 copies of Lauman’s Directory of
Congress, at a copy-right of *2 apiece. This
resolution was afterwards repealed. To-day
Mr. Spaulding ottered a resolution, to remove
doubts which have arisen as to the binding
force and erticacyof either of these resolutious
and affirming in all particulars the one which
heretofore passed, providing for the printing
of the work, save only that the price shall be
limited to $1 apiece. After an hour spent on
this subject the resolution was passed by 10

Iladerttladen, Feb. 23d.—Danish outposts
are stationed
opposite the Prussian guards at
Judsoc. Unimportant skirmishes are continually taking place.
Copenhagen, Feb. Sid.—'The Government
has published the following official communi-

BOND'Sj

95* MIDDLE STREET.

Municipal Flection.

Adjourned.

ence.

&■

febSS d4w

Senator Fessenden, who has been ill, is better to-day. He will not be able to take his
seat for a day or two.

person, he is the President.
if the election of the President devolves upon the House of Representatives and the votes of a majority of the States
represented in the House he cast for one person, he is the President.
Referred to Judiciary Committee and ordered to be printed.

Additional Foreign Ifetce.
New York, March 7.
The following are additional items of news
per steamer New York:
llerlin, Feb. 24tU.—It is stated in diplomatic circles that the conference for the settlement of the Danish and German question was
proposed by England with the concurrence of
France, and that the proposal was supported
by Russia. Prussia and Austria, as already
stated, have accepted the conference, to which
a representative of the German diet
will be
iuvited. The same powers have refused, however, to grant an armistice, and hostilities
will not be discontinued during the confer-

ROLLINS

Opening lecture by

Ribbons,

‘rimming*

uVtr* in/"’. c?1*r'’
“naebino .0.“ r*:
Stovu* ch»l?^I5?y

GOUGHj ESQ.j

MISS EVANS,.
Wednesday Evening, March istli.

-AT-

New York, March 7.

Resolved, That

The steamer Arago, from Hilton Head ami
Charleston Bar 4th inst., has arrived.
She brings a detachment of the 8th Me.,
also twenty officers wounded in Florida and
fifty-four rebel deserters. Col. Rust is among
the passengers, the total number of whom is
050.
Nothing new from Charleston. The bombardment is still confined with good effect.
The rebels reply at intervals, but seldom do
any damage.
The supply steamer Bermuda is reported to
have captured a rebel privateer in sight of
Fort l’ickens, after an exciting chase. The
rebels had just put a prize crew aboard a captured trading vessel, which was not tetakeu.
All was quiet at Jacksonville, Florida., ou
the 2d inst. Reinforcements were rapidly arriving, and Gen. Seymour’s positionwas sufficiently formidable to repel any attack. Most
of our troops are inside of the town, although
some of them are at a distance of eight miles.
The fortifications around Jacksonville are of
an extensive character.
A flag of truce was sent to the rebels to obtaiu our wounded, but the rebels refused to
let us have them.
The main body of the rebels is encamped
between ten miles of here and Baldwin. The
rebels admit their loss to be enormous, some
setting it as high as 2000.
On the 27th a small skirmish occurred between our cavalry and the rebels, near
Camp
Finnegan. The rebels had five wounded. One
of our men was wounded.
Gen. Gilmore arrived at Jacksonville ou
the 29th.

*

WEAR,

HALL !

Two by the young and talented Mias Evans, from
England, and ono by

JOHN B.

-FOR-

of Cotton.

WE

6th,
o’clock A. AL. at store next E E.
under Mechanic’s Hall, Congress
street, ail
the stock in said store,
consisting of Hoop Skirts iu
gr< at variety, Corsets aud Corset clasps aud supporters, (tfovei, iu kid. silk aud thread, a hue as«ortmerit, Ladies und Misses silk, cotton, worsted and
wooieu Hose, plain r.bbed
Balmorals, a good variety. Also Worsted and t
ancy (,oo<ls. sewing silks,
cotton Threads, velvet and belt

Library Association, lUjnand
CITY

<;iove7

Hoop fekirl*,

iditiif- s.

-AT-

FURNISHING GOODS!

Sale o(

Woosted and Fancy Hoods at Auction/
shall sell Rt auction on
Wednesday. March
at1 •

Will It* given under the management o! the

NEW

~SALES.

AUCTION
Asoignec’s

TBMPERAJiTOin j

Mercantile

O T II N

GENTS’

A.

-C»M-

-AND-

Cairo, 111., March 7.
The steamer City of Alton, with 51 bales of
cotton, and the Silver Moon, with 352 bales,
arrived from Memphis this morning.
Eighty-four men and eight officers, rebel
prisoners from Memphis, go North this noon.

one

From Charleston--The l ate

c

L.

A COURSE OF THREE LECTURES

-or-

itary district.
All is quiet at Chattanooga.

majority
qualified.
Resolved, That if a majority of Presidental
electors duly appointed and qualified, vote for
and

S

THK-

LATEST STYLES

the ballot boxes and scattering the ballots.
The band was under command of a notorious
fellow named Cowan. This is the only case
of interruption that has occurred in that mil-

quorum of the Senate
of Senators duly chosen

a

-OF

ing

:

That a

jntertainmentsT

SPRING OPENING

Nashville. Tenn., March 7.
The guerrillas prevented the election in
Hickman county on Saturday last by destroy-

SENATE.

tion

MISCELLANEOUS.

From Tennessee.

The bill authorizing the President to negotiate a Treaty with certain Indian tribes of
Oregon, was, on motion of Mr. Nesmith, called
up and passed.
Mr. Pomroy called up the bill granting
lands to aid in the construction of a railroad
from St. Paul to the head of Lake Superior in
Minnesota.
Mi. Howe opposed the bill at length, aud on
motion of Mr. Wilkinson it was made a special
order and postponed.
Mr. Couuess introduced a bill to amend the
Act to aid in the construction of a Railroad
from the Missouri river to the Pacific Ocean,
passed July 1st, 1S02. Referred to the special
committee on the Pacific R. R.
On motion of Mr. Sumner the bill repealing
all acts lor the rendition of fugitive slaves
was made a special order for
Wednesday next
at 12 o’clock.
Mr. Sherman offered the following resolu-

1 rotn

ZS“ The Saco Democrat

thoso iu the hall left the room, and soon the

ByTke special attention of tax-payers,
who have not liquidated their tax bills, is invited to a notice of the City Treasurer, in this

submerged,

PAPERS.

I'our

and

C.

note in our advertis-

BY TELEGRAPH

place

A. M.

of the artist.

TO THE

last

maintained

throughout. It is one of the best
companies that has visited our city.

BY TELEBBAPB
----—

came

men

Tfarana.
New York, March 7.
A private letter from Havana, dated March
1st, states that the U. S. gunboat I)e Soto was
iu the dry deck there. The blockade runners
and secessionists in Havana had threatened to
burn the'vtssel, and also threatened the officers
with violence. The Spanish authorities, however, had given the officers of the De Soto
permission to wear their side arms, and they
now visit the city fully armed.
From

For Sale.
A house aud lot contaiug two acres of land
aud orchard thereon,
situated on
the read leading from Windham Hill to Groat
rods from tho Meeting House,
Falls, aud about
and twenty-live rod* from the Post olfieo. Good
aud convenient buildings will be void on easy terms.
Kor further particular*, enquire of the subsoriber,
O. P. HASKELL.
Windham. March 3, 1864.
inch;' iliwlw*

E

pleasantly

titty

Sale* ltooiu to Let,
and de irahle Sales Boom to let on tho
second door In the new EVANS BUILDING,
Middle St.( it applied for immediately.

A
on

spacious

znobodtf

WARREN SPARROW,
No. 74 Middle St., cor. Exchange.
For Saif.

4 desireably located lot of land belonging to tho
Xa. heirs ot the lato John West, on which tho
house was recently burned, situated on Fore Mieet,
N« 21. aud running hack to Sumner St.
Enquire of
Edward llowc. at the r«>oms of bis son, Mr. Georg*
M llowe. No 112 Middle street up stairs
March 4. 1864.
mcli6 3v%eod
ror Sale.
IIoust* and larg** lot of land on the corner of
1
Monument aud Waterville Street* in Portlautf,
wtll b*; sold at a bargain, to clow* an estate, if
application is made before the tenth of March neat.
8. L CAKLETON,
Inquire of
fol>28 d8w
No. 80 Mid le Street.

rPII®

No. 127

To Let,

Cumberland Street,
HOUSE
bv Mr. Isaac Ingersoil. Inquire

now

occupied

of
ST. JOHN SMITH.

feb24 dtf

SlOKi: TO LET.
verv eligible Store now
by Mr.
rjlHE
occupied
L E. Little, undo' Mechanics
ia to be

E.

Hall,
leased
for a term of three or five years
Enquire of
G L. HAILEY, 42 E>ohange, St
feh2ti isoodtl
Tor Male.
House aud lot kuowu as the
Seminary Female boardiug bouse,
situated ou Stevens’ Claim. on the Hue oT tne Forest Arenue Horse Railroad, two miles from this city.
Lot 8 by 13 rods. The premises may be examined
by eailiug ou \V. B. Goodrich, Eej., near the premdouble brick
rpHE
1
Westbrook

ises.

For particulars apply to WM L Sul’ 1 HARD.
73 Commercial street, or E. HAMBLIN. No. 143
Commercial street. Portland.
uichS d8w
No

New Molasses.
orro hhds,
*

9

j

MOLA8SE3,
TIERCES, I
BBLS,
)
lauding from Brig CLarleua For sale by
GEORGE S HINT.
fcb2Vd2w
111 Commercial Street,
as
42

RAILROADS._

POETRY.

York & Cumberland Railroad.

Written for tlu Press.
The Last Farewell.
BY MRH. V. C.

the Union,
James Augustus Emery, a Soldier of
died Peb. \\th,ayed\1.
When the spring with flower-wreath? laden.

plaiu,

o’re hill aud

Lightly tripped

Wind-kissed sunbeams soft and golden,
Smiled around the loving pair,

Gilding his fair brow and sprinkling
Gold among her silvered hair.

7.4<»

mantle.

Thon the mother watched aud waited,
For hor son’s return again.

Waterville, November, 1868.

[jwnr| Passenger Trains will leave daily,
(Sundays excepted) as follows:
Leave Portland for Bath, August* and Skowhegan
at 100 P.M.
Leave Skowhegan for Augusta, Bath, Portland,
Boston and Lowell at 8 86 A. M.
Freight Trains, Portland and Skowhegan daily.
B. H. CUSHMAN, Superintendent.
Avgusta, Nov., 1868.
janl tf

(HP9HE

Little dreamed she that his spirit
Lingered on the shiuing strand
Which begins the fields immortal,
Of a purer better laud;
—

That he waited fer her coming,
Far beyond death’s misty sea,
farewell words

no

TRUNK

GRAND

spoken,

Never yeaaniug
Finds

a

never

weary,
rest,

k

sweet eternal

the songs of love supernal.
Thrill with Joy the pilgrim’s breast.

bending knee,

South Windham, March PC4,

) aM follows:
cepted
Leave Portland for

Written for the Preti:

Tennessee*

[The following
letter from

our

lines

amy

were

suggested by

account of
escaped to our

an

see women, baviug
tion from imprisonment, aud

an

a

Ten*
liue6 for protec*
account of aid
West

some

a. m.

and 2.30

A. M.

and 2.80

Leave Portsmouth for Portland, at 10.00 a. m. and
6.00 p. m.
These trains will take and leave passengers at way
stations.

wonau’s worth;
To them how dear the love we
Their loyal hearts could tell—

_STEAMBOATS._
International Steamship

give,

From all they’ve loved

Eastporf

For noble deeds, for justice firm.
For woman’s truth to save,
Which through their gentle natures shone
In mercy to the brave;
The rebel hordes a\enging tone,
That bid each strong pulse beat,
As when a trumpet note bath blown,

Calling

the brave to meet!

With sweet angelic trust—
Whose flu e-like tones the breezes
Far

Above

Passengers Booked

flag

PanMaj'e

until further
Atlantic

—

in

"

on

a

slock

and

far-

Little stood the shocks of the combined board sometimes, both at “hull” and

“bear,"usually defeating routing them. But
his day came at last. He was “cornered.” He
or

Everybody was amazed. All wonFinally he paid up and resumed his
seat. But his prestige was gone. The charm
was broken.
Very soon he was crippled
again, and shortly became a “lame duck.” If I
he is in Wall street,it is in some obscure apartment. He is no louger known as a millionaire, or even broker. Such is the bubble “repvacant.

dered.

utation” got in Wall street, when unaccompaor

private

poor!”

title,

usual.

responsible
*60 in

as if
anybody could die rich
of dying did not lose the grasp
deed, and bond, and go away a

restored.

firokli Caiivuss.
-|I " " BOLTS—from tlio factory of David Corf n&r A Sons, Leith—a eail,clotli of superior
quality—Just received per “eifteruiau”, aud for
•ale by
McUILV •HT, BY AN A DAV18,
ldl Commercial Street,
jaufl dtf

are not

splendid

LINK.

and

fast

Steamships

“LOCUST POINT," Capt..Willmtt,

“POTOMAC," Captain
^^^A^^and
vJRifflilwooD, will,until further

Shkb*

notioe,

run

follows
Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier
0 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 8 o'clock, P. M
These vessels are fitted
up with flue accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
oomfiprtabie route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage *7,00, including Fare and State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.
John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers as early as 3 P. M., on the day that thep
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY A FOX. Brown's Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
Dec. 6.1802.
dtf

as

Dissolution.
copartnership heretofore existing under
lirm style of PtilNNEY & CO is this day
solved by mutual consent. “The affairs of he

the
dislate
under

THE

will be settled at F. A. Howard's,
Lancaster Hall, by U. M. Phinnoy
Having this day sold to Smart k Co. our stock iu
trade, wo would cordially recommeud them to our
friend* and former patrons as worthy their patronPUIKNKY k CO.
age and confidence.

concern

Copartnership.
undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the firm slylo of STUART k CO.,

11
and will

coutinue the Stove and Furnace business
all brauches at the old stand, No. 171 Middle
street.
CHARLES n. STUART,
1) R. STEVENS.
Jan21 dtf
n

t'opartiicrKliip

Nolice.

M1LI.ETT
day
I
equal partner in my Grocery business.
Hereafter the business will be conducted under the
as

OF NEW

Co.,

YORK,

With the large cash fund of

MILLION DOLLARS,
has always granted Policies

TEN

by the payment

of

name

of

AMOB L.

WILSON k MILLEll, at the

stand, 872 Congress

street.
WILLIAM L.

WILSON.
Jan2-lwteodtf

Portland. Jan. 1,1864.

STEPHEN 11. NORTON & CO.,
Bottle I’iinter*. brawn, Glaaien, and
Corner qf Lime and Federal Sti
•tbpbbb

b.

bobtob,

U8d3m'

Paper Hangers,

on more advantageous terms than any ether Life
Company in this Country.
Also issues Policies payable at any given age during the life, or at the dec* ase of the insufred.
These policies, as ail others with this great Company are continually increasing in va’ueand amount,
and with its present large inve-traents, which are
constantly accumulating, at the rate of more than a
million dollars per annum, it may reasonably be ex-

that the sum insured will double itself within
few years.
Apply at office 31 Exchange street,

pected
a

W. D. LITTLE, General Agent.
feLl3 ST AT AweowCw

LITTLE’S

Fire & Life Insurance

Office,
well known

of the

following
agcney
reliable and prompt paying Comtanie.., I
HAVING
to take Kirk Kick* at the Lowest Kates of

prepared

Compauirs to

other sound
if w anted

the amount of

$100,000

Phoenix Insurance Company,
OF HARTFORD, CONN.,
Capital akd Surplus,. ..*1,000,000.

this

preparation, besides the
virtues of the Cherry, there are
commingled with ito ther ingredients of tike value,
thus Increasing its value ten
fold, and forming a

Renudy

and to

soothe, to heal, to relieve,
disease, exists in no other medicine yet

discovered.

n
p
a A
U OODENO H
ForraerJy member of
from Maine, has
kiualy permitted us to use bis testimony in tavor of
W istar * Balsam by the
certification
following
forwarded through Dr. Bust, of South Lari*.
1 have tried Wibtas'b Balsam of Wild
Cukeky for an
exceedingly troublesome cough. The
effect was all that could be desired. The use
of less
than one bottle relieved me
eutirely. Among great
vareties of medicines which 1 have
used, I ha/e
found none to equal
If'is/ar’s." Its curative
properties in cases of cough, 1 regard as invaluable.
K. U. GOODEN’U W.

Fire

a

Congress

From It. FELLOWS, M. D.
1IlLL» N. H., Nov. 3,1860.
a
x**
v
^
W
8.
1-owi.e
& Co.,Although I have generally a great objection to
patent medicines, 1 can but say iu justice to Dr.
lETAR’e Balsam of W ild
Cheeky, that it is a
remedy ot superior value for Pulmonary Diseases
I have made use of this
for several
preparation’
years, and it has proved to be very reliable and effithe treatment of

severe

Insurance

Company'

North

Surplus,.$300,000.

and

Fire lusnruncc

Am.

Co.,

OF IIARTFORD, CONN.,
Capital akd Surplus,.*4W,C00.

Capital

Surplus,.*260,(430.

Fire

Manhattan

Ins.

Company,

Capital

Insurance

Com'y.

OF NORWICH, CONNCAPITAL akd Surplus,.*160,000.

»»Ao*rrr.

Tc«nkr Village, Me., July 31,1860.

Falmoutu, Me., Aug. 10.18G0.

Messrs. S. W. Fowle F Co.,—
GentsFor a long time I have suffered more or
less with that distressing affletion—Phthysic—in its
worst forms, and have resorted to various so-called
remedies, but to no purpose as affording the desired
relief.
of mv sleep
reason of the severity of the disease, it was only too evident that I
w as fast breaking down under it.
I restored to Dr.
Wibtarb Balsam of Wild Cherry with but
little confidence as to its cutative
properties, but the
of oue bottle has entirely rid me of this
use
monster; aud to the puhlio I can safely commend it
as every way
their con tide nee.
Most respecifullv.
S I. MERRILL.

Deprived

STOKES, MERCHANDISE, DWELLINGS,
BARNS, HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE and other
taken at highly favorable rate for one,
three or jive years.
WH. I). LITTLE, Agent.
feb!6 M W A F & weowGw

worthy

Wiilnrd

IN ALL ITS FORMS.
MAY BE OBTAINED AT

Tlio Old. Agency!
ESTABLISHED IN 1843.
Ofllro

31 i:\<liuiig«- Street.

11 THERE you may Lave not only a choice of the
T? best institu’iuus, but a choice of the various
if vou want the cheapest plan, or the half
iui% and
cash plan—the mutual or the joint
stock system—the ten year payments or non forfeit—large dividends or wo dividends—annuing
al dividends or triennial dividends— quarterly or
semi-annual payments, or payments alt at (me tims
—Annuity Policies, or Policies payable at any given
Pol cies
age during the life of the person insured.
for the benefit of icives and children, beyond the
r> <<>:h "/ creditors, or Policies tor the benefit <f en
dorsers or other creditors. Any of these advantages
may be secured.
All needftil information cheerfully given, and the
of the different systems explained, on apat this Agency.

systems,

half

policy

operation
plication

W. D. LITTLE, Agent*

dec29 eodisd&w6w

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
OFFICE OFTHECOMPTROLLEBOFTHECURRENCY^ )

I
Washington, January 29, 13G4.
by satisfactory evidence presented
to the undersigned, it has been made to appear
that the

WHEREAS,

First National Bank of Portland,
County of Cumberland and State of Maine,
has been duly organized under and according to
the requirements of the act of Congress, entitled
“An act to provide a national currency secured by
a pledge of United States Stocks, and to provide for
the circulation and redemption thereof,” approved
February 25,13t>8,and has complied with all the provisions of said act required to be complied with before commencing the business of Banking:—
Now therefore l.Uuou McCulloch, Comptroller of the Currency, do hereby certify that the
First National Bank ol Portland, County of Cum-

iu the

mence

the business of

Banking

com-

In

18

8*th W

Sold

all Druggists and Dealers iu
FeblC eod 3m.

by

DR.

J.

PRIVATE

B.

Medicines.

AT

H1B

MEDICAL ROOMS,

be

cm

1

beautifying
preserving the hair,
A SPLENDID CO IM Po ll N D,
composed of vbubtablb uxtb acts, coBtaining no
oil or alcohol, chemically combined and
highly perfumed.
Price 80 cents per bottle.

NO. 221.
8T. JOHN SMITH, President.
WILLIAM EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
f*b4 edlw law‘2m

Book Card & Fanov

■KATLT KXKUUl'fcU

AT THE OFFIOE OF THE PRES

dfy

Drops!

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

Lyon’s Periodical

Drops!

Pills, Powders dr (£uack Preparations.

Periodical

Drops!

-ARK-

Sure to do Goodand cannot do Harm.

daily,

a

m.

p. m.

Dr. 11. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction uf private disease, whether arising from
impure connection or theterriblo vice of sell-abuse.
his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he feci* warranted in Guaranteeing ▲ Cure in all Cases, whether of long

Devoting

or recently contracted, entirely
removing
dreg* of disease from the system, aud making a
and
PERMANENT CURE.
perfect

to

time, which cnoouraged

maltreatment from int xj>. ri< need physicians in
practice; for it is a point generally conceded
y the best syphilographers, that the study and management of'these complaints should engross the
whole timo of those who would be competent and
successful in their treat mcnt~and cure. The inexperienced general practitioner, having neither opnor time to make himself acquainted with
their
commonly pusrues one system of
treatment, in most cases maxing an indiscriminate
use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, Mercury.

portunitypathology,

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

Remedy

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!
BKTTKR THAH ALL

PILLS,POWDERS * QUACK PREPARATIONS

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!
ARE SURE T(J DO GOOD AND CANNOT
DO HARM.

Drops

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow I inpure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow, do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.
HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS li Y UNHAPP Y EXPERIENCE.

Young Men troubled with emissions in sleep, a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
treated scientifically, and a perfect ouro war-

youth,

ranted

charge made.
day passes but we

or no

Hardly

consulted by one
or more young men with the above disease, some ol
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they
had the consumption, and by their friends supposed
to have it. All such c ises yield to tks proper and
only correct course of treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoioe in perfect health.
a

are

MIDDLE AGED

MEN.

There are many men at the age of 40 or 60 whoaro
troubled with too frequeut evacuations from the
bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or
burning seusation, and weakening the system in a
manner the patient cannot account tor.
On examining urinary dep< sits a ropv sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or
albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin
milkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance. There are many men who die of this
difficulty, iguoraut of the cause, which is the

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure iu such cases, and a

full and healthy restoration of the urinary orgaue.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing in a plain manner a description
of their disease, ana the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will
be returned it desired.
DU. J B. HUGHES.
Address,
No. 6 Temple St., [corner of Middle] Portland.
HP**bend Stamp tor circular.

Infirmary.

Periodical

ARE ISRTTBR Til AX ALL
AXD

HUGHES particularly
medical adviser, to call at hit rooms, No.
DR.need
for
will lind
which
a

Temple Stroot,

they

arranged

their especial accommodation.
Dr. H.'b Eclectic Renovating Medicincsare unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulatiug all
Female Irregularities. Their action is speciflo and
Certain of producing relief in a short time.
^ADIKs will find it iuvaluable in all cases of obstruotions after all other romodies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
in
the least injurious to tne health, and may be taxon
with perfect safety at all times
Sent to any part of the oounti
0t|on9
■*--*••*

by addressing
No. I Temple Street, eor nerd.

and.

N. B.—-LADIES desiring may oonsnlt one of their
own sex.
▲ lady of experience in constant attendance.

Janldhwly

from the food we eat; but
properly digested, or if. from any
whatever, the necessary quatity of iron is not
taken into the circulation, or become
reduced, the
whole system sutlers. The bad blood w.ll irritate
the heart, will clog up the lungs,
the brain,
stupefy
will obstruct the liver, and will send its disease
producing elements to all parts of th system, a»d
every one will suffer in whatever organ may be pie-

dispoetd

PILI.S, POWDERS

oan

truly

hy

man.

say that

by

your skill I

PERIODICAL DROPS

LYON’S

restoring

it to the

ejratem, ie like trying to
loundetion Is gone.
only
dttcovery of that valuable
combination known as PKItUVlAX SVRl'P, that
the great power ol this VITALIZING AGENT
over disease has been brought to light.
a baildtng when the
repair
it is
since the

am a

perfectly

Syrup,

The

Syrup

Peruvian

a Protected Solutioa|of the PROTOXIDE OP
IRON a New Discovery ie Mediriae that
Strikes at tlte Raet st Disease, by supplying
the Blood|sith its Vital Prlaelple ar Ufa
Element I
ON.

heal-

regard

was so

The Peruvian

ie

REMARKABLE CURB OP A CASE OP DRO
ST CURED B Y MRS. MANCHESTER.
This is to certify that I have been cured of the
Dropsy of fifteen years standing by Mrs. Manchester. I have been to physicians in Boston, New York
and Philadelphia. They all told me that they oould
do nothing for me. unless they tapped me, and as- I
sured me that by tapping I coaid live but a short
time. 1 had made up my mind to go home and live
as long as I could with the disease, and then die. On
my way home I stayed over night in Portland with
a friend of mine, and told them what my mind was

This it the secret of |lbe wonderful aucceee of thie
remedy in curing DYSPEPSIA, LIVER COMPLAINT, DROPSY. CHRONIC 1)1 AR
RHEA. BOILS. NERVOUS AFFECTIONS. CHILLS AND FEVERS.
HUMORS. LOSS OF CONSTITUTIONAL VIGOR, 018EASES of the KIDNEYS

and ail dlseaaes

originating
In

or

accompanied by DEBILITY

Being free

LOW

from Aloohel in any

followed
Infusing

form, its energizing

are mt
by corresponding reaction.
are p rmanent.
strength, vigor and
new lute into all rzzis of the system, ahd
up an IKON CONSTITUTION !

effects
but

building

It iian excellant substitute
where a stimulant is needed.
The following
of
address.

lne

Brandy

or

taken from our pamphlet
will be sent tree to any

which

Rev. John Pierpont,
Warren Burton,

Lewis Johnson, M. D.,

Rev. Arthur B. Fuller,

S

Roswell Kinney, M. D.,
U. Kendall, M. D..

Rev.

sick to go and oonsuit Mrs. Manchester,
even if they
have been given np by other pbysioians. I have sent her a number of oases of other
diseases, and she has oured them also. Go and see
for yourselves. I had uo faith, but now my faith
oannot beshakedin her skill In telling and eurtng
disease.
Chablbb 8. Uabmon,

for

names are

testimonials,

are

W. R. Chisholm, M. D
Gurdou Robins,
9ylvanus Cobh, Jose Antonio Sanches. M. D.,
Marcello Aranda, M. D.,
Rev. T. Starr King,
Rev. Ephraim Nute, Jr., A. A. Hayes, M. D.,

Rev.
Rev.

stronger proof than the
these, and that is a per•onal trial.
It has cured thousands where other
remedies have failed to give relief, and invalids
cttnnoi reasonably hesitate to give it a trial•
There

Hahmoh,

testimony of

Onnioh Uovas—From 8 ▲. M. till 8 P. ML.
anal? Inkontal ed

can

be but

such

one

men as

For dyspepsia and all chronic dibbabbs, char*
acterizcd by dibilitt, it is a Specijtc.

S

Prepared

as

by

heretofore

CLARK A CO.

N. L.

—For Sale by—

A TWOO DJS
QUININE TONIC

BITTERS

QUININE

BITTERS

TONIC

or a

STATE OF THE SYSTEM.

night before this for two years. Now I can lie down
with perfect ease. 1 have taken her medicine for
eight months, and am ss well as any man oould wish
to be, and no signs of dropsy. I would advise all

0 0 D

a

BAD STATE OP TIE BLOOD,

oorrectly,
cines, not having the least faith that they would
ms any good, or that 1 should get the
slightest relief
from any course whatever; finally 1 took the medicine and went home. In one week from the time 1
commenced taking the medicine, I had over three
gallons of water pass me in seven hours; and my fellow sufferers may be assured that it was a great reliel
to me. I had not been able to lie down in bed at

’

FE-

MALE Comp'ainte,

a^onished

Sabah E.

BLADDER

k

to think that she told me
that 1 told her that I would take her medimuch

Drops

Are Sure to do Good ond ooiinot
do Harm.

diseases occasioned Iw

cure

of

IRON IN THE BLOOD,
without

A

A T W

Periodical

deticiucy

a

Bangor, Maine, April id.

Drops

to disease.

To take medicine to

iJL ACE JJKDICJXEE.

SETH W. FOWLE A CO.. 18 Tremoatst.. Boston;
P. DINSMORE, 491 Broadway. New York;

J.

by all Druggists,

and
feblb edod A

weow

8m

Is the test Aromatic

The Great Female Remedy.

Good News lor tke Umfortunate.
TONIC AND STOMACHIC

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS
ARK BETTER Til AH

the long bought for

Ever brought before the public.

ALL

—it

Pills, Powders and Qnack Preparations.

Improve

DISCOVERED

will—

AT

Cherokee

Ihe Appetite,

Digestion,
tone to the NervotinSyMtem.

LAST,

Remedy

Facilitate

LYON’S

PERIODICAL DROPS

C.ive

-AUK-

Vigor

BURK TO DO GOOD AND CANNOT DO UAUM.

to

every Organ ol the

LANQUOR AND DEBILITY,
or following acute disease.
Con*
vil^sceuts from sickuess will dnd it a most excel*
lent restorative and agreeable exhilerani.

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY

Lyon’s Periodical Drops

original parity

Lyon’s

Periodical

Drops,

IT:

Price, III per Bottle.
by all DriijjgUt*. At wholesale by W.
Phillips, li. If. flay k Co., Portland.

It is wise and prudent where ague and Avert
that ever/ man should take a dose
Bitten* at least once in twenty-iour
This will surelv serve as a safeguard
agaiust disease. It has been practiced in Florida
and elsewhere with undoubted benefit."

prevalent,

of
hours.

T

tions.

of the CHEROKEE REMEDY and
INJECTION-the two medicines at
the same time—all improper discharges are removed
and the weakened organs are speedily restored to
full vigor and strength.
For full particulars get our pamphlet from any
drug store in the country, or write us and we will

Him Dix, at the head of the Hospital Depart-

uug22 eodly

ment

Washington,

By the

writes

of K

IlflSliES

to sell the following parcels of real
11
estate;
House ami land No. 28 High Street, corner o
Pleasant.
About six acres of laud in
throe milea
from Tukey’s Bridge.
One acre of land iu Cape Elizabeth, opposite
Messrs. Sawyer's garden, under a high state of cul-

VVeMbrook,

tivation.

A farm of seventy acres onChebeaque Island, well
wooded and watered.
Hope Island, which needs no recommeudatiou to
those acquainted with it.

Terms easy.

garding Hope
Dr.

Enquire of Daniel
Island and the form

Dcroik, intending

Morse, Esq.,

re-

Chebeaque.

on

to take

a

use

CHEROKEE

"I would again, at this period, say that your
Quinine Tonic is used, and that several Surgeons
giments much approve of It."

OK. O. Id. DI RGl.X

the
die-

CHEROKEE IFJECTION is intended as an ally
assistant to the CHEROKEE REMEDY,And
should be used in conjunction with that medicine in
all casesof t.onorrhra, tiUet, Fluor Albutor Whites.
Its effects are healing, soothing and demulcent; removing all scalding, heat, choadee and pain, instead
of the burning and almost unendurable pain that is
experienced with nearly all the cheap quack injec-

Quinine

Sure to do Good and cannot do Harm.

from

which have induced

or

"

are

-ark-

causes

ease.

report of the Sanitary Commission lays

The

AND LEAVES

vigor; thus removing

and

system all pernicious

WHAT IS SAID OF

BARKS

times per day.
It is diuretic and alterative in its action; purifying
and cleansing the blood, causing it to flow in all its

NO SOLDIER SHOULD BE IN THE
FIELD WITHOUT IT.

Are better than all Pills, Powders,
And Qnack Preparations.

ROOTS,

PROM

CHEROKEE REMEDY, the great udlan Dluetio. cures all di’eases of the Urinary t.
gans, such
as Incontinence of the Urine, Inflamation of the
Kidneys, Stone in the Bladder, Stricture. Gravel,
Gleet, Gonorrhea, and is especially recommended ia
those cases of Fluor Albas, (or Whites in Females;
where all the old nauseous medicines have failed
It is prepared in a highly concentrated form, tho
dose ouly being from one to two teaspoonfols three

whether general,

Lyon’s Periodical Drops

INJECTION.

CHEROKEE
COMPOUNDED

Body.

Thereby imparting Health amt Strength
There is no remedy so good in

Capt. Walters. Sampson of

the l’. 3.

Army,

mail free to any address,

say s:

three

or

bottles for 96.

three bottles for 96.

Sent

Surgeon Gen.

Wm. J. Dai.k says:
1 esteem *it an in valuable remedy in
forms of debility," Ac.

full treatise.

Price, CHEROKEE INJECTION. 92 per bottle
or

"

a

Price, CHEROKEE REMED Y, §2 per bottle,

"The Bitters did an immense amount of good
among the meu under my command; as, 'or instance,
a number of sore throat, ot diarrhea., of dysmtary
and chills and fever, were cured by it."

by Lxpress

to

any address

on

receipt of

the

price.

various

Sold by all druggists, everywhere

tour for bis

DR. W. R. MERWIN 1 C#.,

health, is very desirous ol settling all his business
before leaving, and earnestly requests all persons
having unsettled accounts or notes to make au early
call and adjust them.
febl&eodlm

Sold by all Druggists,

SOLE

«

PROPRIETORS,

No. 69

AND CHAS. H. ATWOOD.

Liberty St., New York.

It) Central Street, Hu. ton,

WOOD AM) COAL.

THK SKXAT

INDIAN

SHERIDAN & GRIFFITHS,

CHEAP COAL.

$9.50.

COM Pol’ N DAD

lSuccessor, to Joseph Gray A Co.,)

$9.50

Also tor sale best of

II411D AND

SOFT

delivered to any part of the city.
St., head of Franklin Wharf.

Office Commercial

S. ROUNDS vV SON.
feblG

dly

Seoteh

Canvas*,

-FOR BALI BY-

JAMES T. PATTEN &

CO.,

nutb. Me.
BOLTS Superior RIoached
3Wdo All Long tlax "lioreminent oontraot,"
*00 do Extra All Lou* but
800 do Nary Fine
Delivered In

Portland

Hath, April *0, ISM.

or

PLAIN A ORNAMENTAT STUCCO A MASTIC WORRIES.
now prepared to ftirnMi the public with
Center Pieces and all kind* of Plaster Orua*
meat* as cheap as any other istabluineut in the
State, and at the shortest notice.
We will also give prompt attention to repairing
Plastering, Whitening, White Washing and Color*

AKE

ing

WOOD,

..

Work,
*?£*••
atDro‘t0'

»“?

Horton
tpM dll

Cr^^Please leave your order* at No. C South street,
teb2o dim
the Hiding School.

opposite

Physician

Surgeon,

COURT STREET,corner of Howard, Boaton
Ov} is consulted daily from 10 until 2, and from 8
to 8 in the evening, on all diseases of the Urinary
and Genital Organs, Scrofulous Affections, Humors
of all kinds, Sores, Ulcers and Eruptions, Female
tl/-»

Complaints, Ac. An experience
years’extensive practice enables Dr.

uf
M

over

twenty

to cure all
the most difficult cases. Medicines entirely vegetaole. Anvicx F'aaa.
Mr,. M who is thoroughly versed la the alBiotiva
maladies of the sex. can lie consulted by ladies.
Patient, furnished with board and experienced
Burses.
eodlv
Boston, April 28.1882.

“liuLxuoLD’s Kxtbact Bucau .’’—Tonic, Diuretic. Blood-Purify ing end Invigorating. Enfeebled
and delicate persons of both sexes use It.
W. F PHILLIPS, Druggist,
Bold by
land todAwUw

PROM

MEDICI

ROOTS,

BARRA

N E,
AMD LRAVES.

unfailing cure for Spermatorrhea, Seminal
Weakuess, Nocturnal Emissions, and all diseases
caused by self polution; such as Loss of Memory,
Universal Lassitude, Pains in the Back, Dimness of
Vision, Premature old Age, Weak Nerves, pifflcnlty
of Breathing, Trembling, WakeBilneee. Eruptions
on the Face, Pale Countenance, insanity, Consumption, and all the direBil complaints caused by departing from the path of nature.
This medicine is a simple vegetable extract, and
An

PIiASTEIU3RS,
TON,
j PRIME LOT CHESTNUT COAI. $9.50
! SPRING MOUNTAIN, LEHIGH, 1IKZILTON,
! SUGAR LOAF, OLD COMPANY LEHIGH. LOCU8T MOUNTAIN. JOHNS. DIAMOND, WEBSTER and BLACK HEATH. These Co*l a are of the
very best quality, well screened and picked, and
warranted to give satisfaction.

Cure !

Cherokee

PROPRIETOR.
f. Lta cod am

CHEAP I'OK CASH !

TO THE LADIES.
6

Chicly
ir!khhi-d®rlT*d
is not

caii8e

Maby ▲. Uabmon.

Lyon’s

IS

if the food

to

GREATEST CURES on RECORD
Manohkstkb—Dear Madam:—'Thinking n
statement of my case may be of servioe to others
similarly afflicted, I hasten to give it to yon.
This is briefly my case—I was taken sick about 18
months ago with the Liver Complaint in a
very bad
form. I applied to four different physicians, but received no benefit until I called on you. At that time
I had given up business^and was in a very bad state,
but after taking your medicine for a short time I began to recover, and in two months 1 was entirely
well, and had gained several pounds of flesh, and

that

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

For sale

All who have committed an excess of any kind,*
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence In mat urer years,

me

BLOOD

IKON.

ONE OP THE

TO THE PUBLIC.

by

OF T U £

to my disease. They finally persuaded me
to go and see Mrs. Manchester. She examined me
and told me my case exactly.

ones.

Every intelligent and thinking person mast know
that remedies handed out from general use should
have their efficacy established bv well-tested experience in the hands of a
educated physician, who-e preparatory study tits him tor all the
duties he must fulfill; yet the country is Hooded with
poor innostrums and cure-alls, purporting to he the
Dost
the world, which are not only useless, hut always injurious. The unfortunate should be particular in selecting his physician, as it is a lamentable

O B

LIES BLEMEST

try her medicines
I did so. and now my daughter is able to be around
the house all ol the time. She also rides ten or fifteen miles without any trouble or inconvenience,and
I think in a short time she will be restored to
perfect
health. Since -my daughter has been doctoring, I
have beard of a great many cases that Mrs. Manohc s
ter has oured. I think if any person deserves
patronage, it is the one who tries to preserve the health
of the sick and suffering; and I know that she uses
every effort whioh lies in her power to benefit her
patients.
8a*ah L. Knights,

n

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!

the

lie would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his loDg standing and well earned reputation,
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill aud sac-

THE VITAL PRINCIPLE

did so; and to my great surprise she told me the first
auso ol the disease, and how she had been from time

1

Periodical

IN THE BLOOD
I it wellknownto the Medt
cel Profession thnt

Josbph Davis.
Boston T Maine Depot, Portland, Me.

ARK BETTER THAN ALL

nothing

Printing

jau23

Lyons Periodical

Lyon’s

15ON

No. 6.

Mbs.

Preservative and Dressing
Berry’s
For
and

AM

Clapp’n Block, Room

five years, and by a number of physicians of all
kinds; and she has had twenty-one applications of
electricity applied, but all to no effect; but she oonl
tinually grew worse. I came to the Conclusion, as
the last resort, to go and see Mrs. Manchester, and

bo

invites all Ladles who

HUGH McCULLOCH,
Comptroller of the Currency.

I

by Druggists everywhere.

The Great Female

Mrs Man-

Emma Knights.
Brunswick, Maine, August 6th.

H. H. HAY, junction Free and Middle streets,
General Agent tor Maine. Price SI per bottle.

Lyon’s

afflicted.

be consulted at

CASE OP SPINAL DISEASE CURED
This is to certify that 1 went to see Mrs. Munchester last March with a daughter of mine troubled with
spinal disease, for which she had been doetored for

HENRY A. BERRY, Chemist,
229 1-2 Congress Street, Portland, Me.

.Sold

INVALIDS!

Ubokgs Knights,
▲bby E. Knights,

HUOIIES

Eclectic Medical

office

PREPARED ONLY BY

Lyon's

consulted privately, and wltb
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
WUEKE
from 8
hours
to 9

whereof, witness my hand aud
office, this twenty-ninth day of Jauu&ry,

1864.
(

PREPARED Ry
Fowle A Co., Boston.

testimony

seal of

dyeinq

under the act afore-

said.

Growth !

Restore the
grey to its natural color; stop and prevent the hair falling
off—causing it to become moist,
soft and glossy.
It will gradually darken light and flaxen hair
without
it or staining the
skin—being free
trom silver and other injurious chemicals, and
truly
beneficial to the hair in all its phases.
TRY 1T, and be assured of its
superiority over all
other preparations.

Balsam of Wild Cherry

t

general

Insurance,

Life

by

regularly

good property

It will in all casks (with the
exception of very
aged people, where the roots, germs and sheaths
have all corre away, or,
reason
ol age, becon*
by
disorganized ) promote a

M D.

Messrs. S. W. Poule A Co Boston.
Gents:—I do not hesitate to recommend Dr.
Wibtar’s Balsam op Wild Cheery, for
coughs
and pulmonary aJTections, having used it iu my
lor many years with great satisfaction; inhas
done
deed it
mere good than all the other remedies 1 have tried, and their names is legion. If all
the patent medicines in the market possessed but a
portion of the merit of this excellent Balani. there
would be no occasion to condemn them as humbugs.
This medicine is also used by many of my friends
and acquaintances in this town, aud'thev have found
it invaluable; and 1 hope that others * ho suffer,
may
Yours respect full v.
give it a trial.
D. H. TEAGUE.
From a Highly Respectable Merchant.

CAUTION

Surplus.*460,000.

akd

Fire

and condition of h* altb,
by working upon the roots
and papitl«ceou8 tecretious,
suppling the hair
with that nut ritious element in which the blood is
uelicieut. and removing the accumulated excess of
daudrufl and humor,
milking a most Delightful
Dressing, well ami agreeably perfumed,thus affording a desirable article of intrinsic value for the Toilet.

Healthy

mended to the notice of the

chester may

—

OF NEW YORK,

Thames

FKLLOW8,

standing

New England Fire Insurance Co.,
OF HARTFORD, CONN.,
akd

long-standing

No. H Temple Street,

Merchant's Insurance Company,
OF HARTFORD, CONN.,

com

ALL

A

K. T. QUIMBY.
Respectfully yours,
Mr D. //. TEAGUE, of Tamer
Tillage,
Writes the propriotora ol this great remedy as
follows

OF

Capital

and

From E. T. QU1MB T, M. A. Principal
of the l'Xe%o
Ipsirifrh Appleton Academy
New Ipsu itch, N. H.. Oct. 4. 1&0
Messrs. S W. Fowle & Co.Genilemen,—This cei tifies that for more than fourteen years 1 have freequently used Dr, Wistar’b
Balsam of Wild Cherry. for Coughs,
Colds, and
Sore Throat, to which I, in common with the rest rf
mankind, am subject, and it gives me pleasure to
say that I consider it the very best remedy- for such
which 1 am acquainted.
cases, with
I should
hardly kuow how to do without it.

OAR BR rOCRD

HARTFORD, CONN-.,
Capital akd Surplus..*600,000.

constantly receiving unsolicited testimonials of
astonishing cures performed by her. Among
many recently received aro the following, which art

No. 11

pathological or diseased state to
N A TUHAL COLOR

New and

TO

MANCHESTER

the

TRUE

Renovator anil Restorer of Hair
a

m
MRS.

non.

OF PITTSFIELD, MASS.,
Capital akd Surplus.*260,000.

City

hygienic rules and scientific principles—is not
The ephemeral production of a day, but the result of
long and patient study, experiment and research,

wyose power to

cure

Western Mass. Insurance Com’y,

Portland, Me.

IBA T

hi

family

PREMIUM*,

ANNUAL

TEN

an

style and
old

admitted

Ins.

Life

The Mutual

( seal of

HAVE this

PAYMENTS !

berland and State of Maine, is authorized to

HE

act

upon
pauper out of time. No gold, no jewels, no
lands, nor tenements. And yet men have
been buried qy charity’s hands who dieb rich;
wortii a thousand thoughts of beauty, a thousand pleasant memories, and a thousand hopes

/\A

as

The

»

could not pay his “differences.” At the next
meeting of the stock board Little’s seat was

“Died

as

Cabin.*1.60
Deck. 1.26

SEMIWEEKLY

there was

hoard.

and in that

run

Portland and New York Steamer*

Some

hour at the stock

nied by intelligence or generosity
virtues.

notice,

Whart, Portland,

for baggage to
any amount exceeding
value, and that person*
a), unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for
every *600 additional value.
Feb. 18,1868.
dtf
L. BILLINGS, Agent.

or

an

rare

Freight taken
The Company

Aim street gamHe often made men's for-

tunes or ruined them in

POLICIES,

“BE SI'HE YOU ARE RIGHT.''

Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 7o’clock P. M., and India Wharf, Boston,
Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 6 o’clock P. M.

“cornering” some
quite equal to “Pat Hearue,”

bling fraternity.

INSURANCE

ANNUAL_

every

in his way, iu
row

TEN

every

broker, who seemed as important man in
moneyed circles in those days as Nicholas
Biddle, the president of the United Stales
hank, was iu Philadelphia. This was Jacob

of his craft, was
or any of the Park

Grand Trunk Railroad Passenget Depot

THE STEAMERS
Foreit City, Lewiiton and Montreal

in Wall street, New York,

seeing, and

ALLAN,

Portland and Boston Line.

soar

skilful

A.

classorcomplaintsis well known,
great is the good it has performed,
and so great the
popularity it has
acquired.

soughs. I know of one patient, now iu comfortable
health, who has taken this remedy and who, but lor
its use, 1 consider would not now be
living.

WITH

March 12th,
after the arrival of the

A

—a

dreaded disease in the whole oatajlogue. The power of the medio*,
gum ot the Wild Cherry Tree ovor

cacious in

NON-FORFEITING

according

No. 6

Speculator.

He was shrewd and

CHURCHILL, Agent,

LIFE

SATURDAY,

To be succeeded by the steamship NOVA SCOTIAN on the 19tli ot March.

roeTLAHD, Feb. 2P.

Little.

*3,026,879 74

Amount of Liabilities for Loises not
*175.411 84
due or adjusted,
Amount at risk, estimated,
116.616,479 (H
THUS. A. ALEXANDER, President.
Luciue J. Hardee, Secretary.
Hartford, Nov. 7, 1863.

Liver-

previous day fYom Montreal.

II

infinite the

Poughkoepsian,

to

Capt

Londonderry, Glasgow and Liverpool
to accommodation) fftttitoftbO;
Steerage, #30. Payable in gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Passage apply to

words,
Our couutry s pride and fame;
And could our love unite our swords

years ago, says the

oi me

—Cabin

depend

gain ;
Then woman's lyre would tearless
anthems
for
the
To
brave,
Telling the tales of glory o’er
That liberty did save.

port

on

aafiSBiEfefaflimmediately

Train

honor marked the

of a

Total Assets,

Liverpool.

8T. ANDREW,
steamship
will Bail fYom this
for

Scott,
TT^dooI.

i

We are thy w&rriori, woman, come!
True to our oausc and thee.
The spirit of our Union bond
On every sword dial! be;
Heat from despair that's iu thy tone,
He it, we will guard thee nigh;
In pity's hour your mercies shone,
We’li save thee or we’ll die.

The Career

The

m
—

On honor's martial vow;
Thrilling the hero-heart, as when
The winds sweep o’er the wood,
And deep’ning murmurs told of men
Housei to a lofty mood.

Imperial

Capital Stock is.*1.600.000
and with the surplus is invested as follows:
Real estate, unincumbered,
*87,963 18
Cash in baud, on deposit, and in agents’
216,960 66
hands,
United StateH Stocks,
612,847 60
669.460 00
State and City Stocks, and Town Bonds,
Bank and Trust Company Stocks,
1,047,270 00
331,960 00
Mortgage Bonds,
Atlantic Mutual Ins. Co’s scrip, 1862-3,
16,886 60

Londonderry,

RETURN TICKETS GRANTED AT REDUCED
RATES.

No breastplate nee led to defend,
Or helm to hide the brow,
Such modest faith could well

to

and

Glasgow

heads shall wave,

onr

We spurn the land,—a rebel rag
A country or a grave!

Laws of the State of Maine.

required

The

C- C. EATON, Agent

CA KEYING THE CANADIAN k C. S. MAILS.

and

And eyes most eloqueut.
We come, we come! the dear old

a man

John, X. B.

Montreal Ocean Steamship Oo.

o'er her pcaily cheek
The crimson current went.
Her uubound tresses drooping meek,

spake,

How

and St

fehlO dJim

bore

And as the eagle stoops perchanoe,
To birds of wtaker wing,
So bowed the hero to the glance—
Of ber, that fragile thing!
•She

by the

as

am

the warrior's crest;

as

OF HARTFORD, CONN.,
On the 1st day of November, A. D. 1863,

the

The superior sea-going Steamer
“NEW BRUNSWICK/’ Capt. E.
B. Winchester, will leave Railroad
Wharf, foot of State Street, for
Eastpori and St. John, N. B, every Monday at 6
o'clock, 1*. M .frem and after March 7th, until further notice.
Returning, she wi 1 leave St.John forEastport,
Portland and Boston every Thursday morning.
All freight for St. Andrew! and Cfclala will go from
Ea»tpnrt uy »ailing ves»els for the preaent.
Freight receiver up to 4 o’clock, P. M
Mondays.

lo! those hero-hearted came,

And

STATEMENT OF THE
Atna Insurance Company,

ESTABLISHED IN 1843,

-FOR-

well.

so

cue, how

>1

EDWARD SHAW, Agent, 102 Middle Street.
lyeod

NO- 31 EXCHANGE STREET,

Company.

some

l"*1

»s

oot27

FIRST"" TRIP

their vine clad bowers to live

Leaving

daily.

FRANCIS CHASE, Superintendent.
oc31 edtf
Portland, Oot. 30,1863.

on

reason, from

evcr

*

this

ON

Bostov, at 8 46

Freight

*

*:i«htly developed, of the above
fu*A I.S A.WJ
symptoms
neglect of which inigh
‘bjA
Apibe 1° the last named, and most to

*

NOT SUBJECT TO FORFEITURE,

trains leave Portland and Boston

feHlrctnrU?& <iurin*

esoapod

so

a. m.
a. m.

Leave Boston for Portlaud at 7.30

given to our wounded soldiers.]
▲11 hail them to our peaceful homes,
▲round our household hearth,
Where freedom lives with opeu tones,
To wait

For

m.

P. M.

reading in

\

K.

P. M.

TATTCBPOK.

There is scarcely ooe individual in
t*1® community who wholly

SAMUEL BROWN, President.

except-

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS,
Commencing Nov. 2d, 1863.
[■Bn Passenger Trains will leave the 8tation, Canal street, daily, (Sundays ex-

Praying as the widow:d mother,
“Not my will, but thiue be done.”

\

WILLIAM RAYNOR, Secretar.

RAILROAD.

faltering,
upwards
Waiting till Tby victory’s won,

M

Ortpiial $200,000,

with

Iu

important

Is

a

T UK

EVEN

CONSUMPTION.
/
/

Injure 'Buildings* Merchandise* Household Furniture* Rents, Lenses* Vessels ou the Stocks, and other Personal Property at tne Low-

PORTLAND, SACO & PORTSMOUTH

never

V.

INCLUDING

OF NEW YORK.

9, 1863,

responsible

story:—
Give u> light, oh God to see
That thy ways are right, aud righteous:

BY MRS.

Exchange

Batliological

BEING A

MEDICAL._

MORE TESTIMONIALS!

standard prepare tion that lias been thoroughly
13tested;
its composition is in strict accordance

Throat, Lungs and Chest,

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY!

J. C.

for baggage to
The Company are not
any amount exceeding *60 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given, and paid ibr at the rate
of one passenger for every 6600 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES. Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Superintendent.
nov6
Nov. 4,1863.

Tis the sad but oft told

The Women ol

The

Leave South Paris for Portland at 6.46

Murmured,though her heart seemed breaking,
“Not my will, but tbine be done

us on our

,

LARGE ACCUMULATIONS,

Down Trains.
Leave Island Pond for Portland, at 6

^he mother o’re him bending,
Weeping for her noble son,

Help

Trains.
Paris at 7.40 a.

A C E X T U R V •
the most astonishing success iu
curing
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Son- Throats, Influenza, It hooping Cough, Croup, Liver
Complaint Itroncyitis, Difficulty of Breathing,
Asthma ^ every
Affection of

MEDICAL.

HAIR RENOVATOR

II ALP

SHAW-Agent,

American

NEARLY

with

President.

dec6 dtf

Leave Portland for South
Island Pond at 1.10 p. m.

And

To look

Five years.
J.L. CUTLER,

No. 102 Middle Street.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Up

Still upon his features lingered
That sweet smile he used to wear,
When beside his mother kneeling,
He in childhood, breathed hi#prayer.

or

No. 4 Iron Block, Portland FAer.

[■■Mr; On and after Monday, Nov.
trains will run daily, (Sundays
#d)vntllf\irther notice, as follows:

And

B. P. H. R.

IIA8 11 REN USED FOR

it can
issued

as

ool Stood ly

RAILWAY

Of Canada.

Where the soul unfettered free,

favorable

WILLIAMS,Secretary.

decl4

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Nov. 9, 1868.

How her soldier boy was coffined.
Shrouded in bis uit of blue.

Where

MORSE,Sup’t.

Portland to Skowhegan.

terible but true,

as

est rrtes*

PORTLAND AND KENNEBEC R. R.

That another’s form would bear her

terras

solvent Company. Policies

EDWARD

leave Portland, Grand Trunk
Lewiston and Auburn, at

C. M.

Toward the footpath, where she fondly
Dreamed her darling soon would come,

are

J. U.

A. M.

line.

Little dreamed that doting mother,
Looking from her snow-clad home,

Tidings

be done bv any
for Oue, Three,

on

P.M.

Bangor and intermediate stations at 1.10 P.M.
RETURNING—leave Lewiston at 6.20 a m., and
arrive in Portlaud at 8.80 a. m. Leave Bangor at
7.26 a. m., and arrive In Portland at 2 00 p. m. Both
these trains connect at Portland with trains for
Boston.
Freight train loaves Portland at 8 a. m., and returning is due in Portland at 1 p. m
Stages connect with trains at principal stations,
daily for most of the towns North and East of this

plain.

hill and

or

For

summer

WISTAR'S BALSAM

WILD OH ERR Y
Berry’s

Company insure against
by Fire, Buildings, Merchan-

Maine Insurance

loss
THE
damage
dize and Furniture,

^r

—

spread
Lightly over

6.42
6.49
6 64
6.06
6.22
6.30

do
do
do
do

Trains

rnmi

farewell.

aud
followed,
Dressed in robes of azure light
but
mournflil,
Autumn, geiden browtd
Gave a place, when, robed in white.

Winter

2.06
2.13
2.20
2.36
2.66
3.06
am.
9.80
9.40
10.00
10.15

do

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

And the wild-bird ceased to tell
Its sweet story, wheu the mother

its snow-wreathed

6.30

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

whispering pines sighed softly,

8pringtime passed

1.50

Saccarappa,

youngest boru.

bright-browed boy

8.00
8.11
8.18
8.23
8.35
8.62
9.00

8.80
6.86
Saco River for Portland, at
8.38
6.48
do
Buxton Centre,
3
66
7.00
do
Gorham,
4.07
7 12
do
10.22
4.11
7.17
Cumberland Mills, do
4.18
7.24 10.80
do
Morrill’s,
7.36 1X46
4J0
do
Arrive at
A.
and
the
9.80
M.
train
out
The 1.60 P. M. train
into Portland will be Freight Trains, with Passengqg
Cars attached.
Fares 6 cents less when tickets are purchased at
the office than when paid in the cars.
dtf
DAN CARPENTER. Sup’t.
Oot. 22. 1863.

a woodland-shadow ed cottage,
Glinted by the rosy morn,
8tood a pale aud widowed mother,
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Gorham,
Buxton Centre,
Arrive at

When the laughing streams unfettered,
Made sweat music all the day,
•
And the breezes, perfume-laden,
Breathed their merriest roundeldy ;

Parting

Morrill's
Cumberland

26, 1863,
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Portland for Saco River, at
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AnguNta, Maine*

On and after Monday, Oot.
Trains will leave as follows:

rmrenpoMn

Saccarappa,

Crushing links of snowy whiteness,
From|old winters icy chain;

from her
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WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
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which all can rely, as it has boon used in our
practice for many years, and, with thousands treated,
it has not failed in a single instance. Its curative

one on

powers have been sufficient to gain victory over the
uioet stubborn case.
To those who have trifled with their constitution
thiuk themselves beyond the reach of
aid, we would say, Despair not' the CHER•
Oh EE Cl’RE will restore you to health and vigor,
and after all quack doctors have fiulod.
For Bril particulars get a circular from any Drug

until

they

medical

country, or write the Proprietors, who
will mail free to auy oue detiriug the same a Bill
treatise in pamphlet form.
Prioe, *2 per bottle, or three bottles for fl6, and
forwarded by express to all parts of the world.

store lu the

Bold by all respectable druggists eveiy where.
DR. W. R. M ERWIN' A Cu.,
BOLB
febB

eodfcwly

FBOPRIBTOBB.

No. 69 Liberty St., New

York,
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